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The independent film business worldwide is made 
up of a broad and diverse group of individuals and
companies comprising different strata of both product 
and fiscal strength. The companies invited to participate
in this feature all have one common denominator: 
each of the executives spoken to – whether heads of 
their own companies or heads of the sales division 
within a company – have been in the business of film
for more than fifteen years, and in some instances 

more than 20 years.

INDEPENDENT VIEWPOINT
BEATING THE CURRENT
ECONOMIC CRISIS

22

For Cannes  2003, The Business of Film is introducing
“The Deal Maker,” the alter ego of every established
and budding producer whether funded by vast resources
or merely an American Express card. 
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December 2001. Graph shows fluctuation of the US dollar
against the Euro from April 2002 to April 2003.
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From my back seat in the audience that looks at the 2003 world stage, 
I observe that assembling the 56th Cannes International Festival could
not have been easy for the organizers what with the international

turmoil and the war in Iraq, for which France stood firm in its belief and was
pounded on from all sides. In this environment, the new team must have
experienced some daunting moments while organizing the world’s most
prestigious film event. However, to their deserved credit, although at first
glance the selection seems ‘safe’, nonetheless it is broad in its reach and in
its intention to cover the film industries of a global world.

By welcoming 25 European ministers of Culture and Arts on May 15th,
the Festival embraces both cinema and a diverse mix of cultures, an
act that one hopes will support the cause of a united Europe. 

The films selected for New Fields of European Cinema should prove to be
exciting. Across Europe, whilst still struggling to maintain cultural identity,
countries are crumbling internally from the pressures of needing to be a
united Europe. As cinema reflects life, in the days during Cannes perhaps life
too will reflect cinema as we see a global community come together to not
only experience the cinema but also sell its visions – big and small – to an
international community that in spite of its efforts to be international, when
it pertains to funding films, looks to reach a local audience.

For film auteurs, the 56th International Cannes Festival is going to 
be a feast with a selection of wonderful tributes to an array of stellar
cinematic talent. On May 24th there will be a tribute to the great

Jeanne Moreau, and on May 18th tributes to Maurice Pailet and Daniel
Toscan du Plantier. The Festival is screening the Pailet and 
Toscan du Plantier 1987 Palme d’Or winner Sous le Sloeil de Satan. Salle
Bunuel will present a series of shorts films directed by Maurice Pailet. 
The great Italian director Frederico Fellini will also have a well-deserved
tribute. I remember with vivid amusement the Fellini Backbite column in
The Business of Film back in the early 80’s.

Recognizing the growing demand for DVD and its impact as a
collector’s item reinforced by the quality of the DVD’s, the festival
has once again created a section for this new media. Films include

the Charlie Chaplin collection from Warner Bros. For the second year, the
Festival emphasizes the growing importance of DVD in cinema. Awards will
go to the best films to be released on DVD in the Creation and Heritage DVD
categories. In 2002, underscoring the different approach to cinema that DVD
takes, the Cannes Film Festival created an exclusive “Cannes Film Festival
DVD Collection” label. The films that receive the “DVD Collection” label
will be competing for the “2003 Cannes Film Festival DVD Prize”, which
will be awarded to the best film in each of the above categories. The
prizewinning presentation for DVDs will be held on Saturday May 24, at
11am, in Salle Buñuel. The Films of the Festival Collection is available to
festival-goers in the DVD showroom (on 01).

Keeping an upbeat tempo, a sound system on the Croisette will once
again croon the musical scores from famous films over the decades
for the duration of the festival. A huge success last year, it is

welcomed back, as is Cinema de Plage, the outdoor projection room that
returns for 2003 with nightly public screenings on the beach. Offerings
include screenings of the new prints from the Fellini Retrospective, feature
films Out of Competition, and In Competition short films from the Official
Selection.

It has been a difficult and trying year for the global community. 
Cannes 2003 promises to lift our spirits and refresh our appetites for the
love of cinema with a diversity of films that celebrate the great

......profession we are all privileged to be part of.

The Business Of Film team wishes all participants a successful Cannes 2003.

2003COMMENT
www.thebusinessoffilm.com

Access & Inclusion: 
Buzz Words For The 

2003 Cannes Film Festival
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Anumber of jurisdictions – notably New
Mexico, Australia and Fiji –
implemented new incentive programs

during the past year to entice production to their
locales. However, the possible financing
benefits that come from these new sources are
overshadowed by the down scaling of
continued German funding, the UK
government’s limitations on UK sale
leasebacks, as applied to UK/Canadian co-
productions, and a dearth of presale activity.   

In an effort to continue production with the
financing that exists, budgets have been
reduced lower. Films that only a few years

ago might have been made for $2 million must
now be made with the same quality and cast,
but for well under $1 million. $15 million films
must now be made for $8 million.  Whatever
the budget, the question still remains: how to
raise the financing to produce the film?

As we all know, the prices and demand
for films due to stockpiling, over
production from easy money in the late

90’s, and the rollover effect of 2002- 2003
remain at all-time lows, with many territories
cutting back on their purchases, regardless of
price.  Lower prices and films going unsold in
many territories, all mean a tighter market for
financing since the risk of recoupment, let alone
profit, is too great. So the banks have reduced
their level of gap financing, and
correspondingly the level of risk they are
assuming, at the same time as the buyers have
reduced their presale appetite. A financing
“Catch 22” if you will. Currently, bank gap
financing runs between 15% and 25% of a
film’s budget.  The banks that provide gap
financing do so based on their analysis of the
film’s commerciality (using their past
experiences, not subjective determinations), the

reputation of the sales agent in meeting sales
estimates, analysis of the current market, and
sales estimates for the film.  Most importantly,
few banks will gap finance without some
presales to test the market for the film and
justify the sales estimates. With only a few
territories still prebuying, meeting the bank’s
criteria is tougher than ever.For those few films
that can attract presales, those presales probably
only amount to around 20% - 30% of a film’s
budget. Those films that can garner prebuys are,
generally, limited to very commercial films
with fairly well known casts. The typical low
budget genre films, dramas, and comedies just
don’t cut it when it comes to presales.  In all
these cases, the buyers would just as soon wait
and see the finished product.

So, most indie films, which typically don’t
have budgets to support the name casts
needed for presales, are struggling to

look to something other than presales and gap
financing to get made. Most producers first
think of government incentive programs,
usually referred to as “soft money”, such as
Canadian benefits and subsidies, UK sale
leasebacks, Australian rebates, the new Fiji
incentives, and other programs around the
world, as a means to solve this financing
dilemma. But these can only generate, on
average, about a 15% benefit. Currently, it takes
more than a co-production to finance a film.
That said, it’s possible to combine benefits from
more than one jurisdiction to increase the
benefits to 25% - 40%. (see page 23)
Combining benefits from different territories is
very complicated, and an example is given in
this article.  In general, while Canadian benefits
are accessible for any size budget, and shooting
in such places as Romania will substantially
reduce the cost of production, most European

and multi territorial “co-productions” while
doable, involve a tremendous amount of
expertise, which on small productions under $1
million, I would venture, is not cost effective.

In the last couple of years, the arena for indie
film finance has been German equity funds.
Most German funds have been supplying

between 20% - 35% of a film’s budget (as with
most tax based programs, technically they fund
100% of the budget of a film, but because of the
required guarantees, the effective funding is far
lower).  What many producers don’t realize is
that when they access a German fund, they have
to guarantee the German fund back 65% - 85%
of the investment and secure most of the
guarantee with a letter of credit or other
collateral. How is a producer going to make this

guarantee? After all, if the producer can supply
such a collateralized guarantee, the producer
probably has the wealth, presales, or other
collateral to make the film without the German
fund. And therein lies the problem. To access
the German funds and supply the guarantee, the
producer must have presales, gap financing,
other benefits, or money to back the guarantee.
Thus, the available German funds can only be
accessed by those who are missing the last 20-
35% of their budget. Last year, the German
government decided to alter the German tax

Its  Too Early To 
Tel l  Whether These

Structures Wil l  Succeed

For the past fifteen years, respected Entertainment lawyer Greg S. Berstein has written a

series of exclusive articles on the state of Independent Financing for the Independent sector

of filmmaking for The Business of Film’s Cannes Film Festival edition. Despite the negative

economic realities, which all independents are brutally aware of, Bernstein once again offers

insight into ‘tough times" for the emerging Indie producer 

based on the  harsh economic realties of 2003.

Greg S. Bernstein

They have to guarantee 
the German fund back 
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of the investment
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rules that made the funds attractive to German
investors. What we have been seeing in the past
9 months has been investment by funds that
were grandfathered under the old rules, giving
many a false sense of financial security. Funds
that still qualified under the old rules were able
to raise money and, for the most part, have
already committed these proceeds to various
films being made right now. Of course, once in
a while, a targeted film falls out and the fund
needs to scramble to find a replacement.  Some
time soon, the funds raised late last year will run
out. As of the writing of this article, the German
government had not come out with new
regulations that would keep the fund activity
alive, at least not for the typical American indie
filmmaker. 

That said, some German funds believe
they have found some loopholes that
may or may not prove viable if

successful, or at least until the government
changes the rules to plug up these loopholes. At
about the time the German funds started to
worry about their future, the British equity
funds and super sale leasebacks, which can
bring 25-40% of a film’s budget to the table,
started to materialize and bring hope to the indie
film world.  While there is no question that, in
theory, these programs could generate
significant funding for indie films, the UK

equity fund, which came out last year with
much fan fare, has not proven to be the windfall
that we had all hoped for. Whether it be a
lackluster economy or that the fundamental
risks of investment in films were still too great
for most UK investors, UK residents just did
not flock to the equity funds, leaving many
expectant producers high and dry.  On the other
hand, early this year, some enterprising UK
leaseback fund managers (such as Grosvenor
Park) announced structures for so called “super
sale leasebacks” that appear to ameliorate some
of the risks associated with the equity funds.
It’s too early to tell whether these structures will
succeed or not.  But once again, these funds
only supply a portion of a film’s budget, with
the balance coming from equity, presales, gap,
and other soft money benefits.
At this point of the analysis of indie financing,
it is clear that a larger budgeted, commercial
film, with top name cast, might pull together
60-75% of its budget from gap, presales,
German funds, UK leasebacks, and soft money,
while a typical low budget film will be
floundering. That is true. However, while lower
budgeted films might access modest benefits
from Canada or might run to Romania for next

to nothing production costs, the only way any
film today can get made, and virtually the only
way for low budget indie films, is through good
old-fashioned equity.

Alook at the films debuting for sale at this
year’s Cannes Market, demonstrates
that virtually all of them were funded,

in whole or in part, by either investors or by the
production company itself utilizing its existing
asset base, using cash flow generated by their
existing films and libraries.  This cash or equity
has been combined perhaps with the German
funds, presales, gap or other soft money
described above to complete the financing
package. So regardless of all the various
financing schemes, cash needs to be available.
In conclusion: there is never an easy answer to
the equity equation and how to find investors

for the indie producer trying to solve the present
state of indie financing. To me, it seems just a
matter of luck.  Being in the right place at the
right time, Think about it.  How did My Big Fat
Greek Wedding get made? What if Rita Wilson
never went to see the play?  I could list several
well known companies that we all talked about
several years ago, scratching our heads asking
“How did those guys convince some controlling
shareholder of a NYSE company to invest in
their fledgling film company?”  It seems that
the key to finding investors has nothing to do
with having the best film project or the most

interesting cast. At the end of the day, it’s just a
matter of perseverance and luck. So, for indie
filmmakers it’s time to hit the talk circuit.
Namely, talking to just about all wealthy
persons they meet and trying to convince them
to take a chance on their film. 
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Modest benefits from Canada 
|or might run to Romania 

for next to nothing 
production costs

Opposite ends of the globe compete
for production activity

FILM FINANCE

The Isle Of Man, offering attractive locations, is a source of available“soft” money. The Isle of Man 
government unveiled in March 2002 a new £25 million fund to boost film production on the island.

There is never an easy answer to the

equity equation and how to find

investors for the indie
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 25 April 2003 and the percentage change in rate since
The Business of Film update on 25 March 2003. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro.

Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

25 Mar 2003

25 Apr 2003

% Update

1249,250

1237,850

-0.91%

42,830

43,040

0.49%

47,610

47,355

-0.54% 

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

6,946

6,738

-2.99%

1,377

1,364

-0.98%

8,646

8,275

-4.29%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

727,050

712,350

-2.02% 

10,711

10,430

-2.62%

3,393

3,016

-11.11%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

A M J J A S O N D J F M A

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE
HIGH 1.11 11/3/03, LOW 0.90 25/4/02, LAST 1.10 25/4/03

Source: DATASTREAM

28/4/03

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro April.(2002) - April(2003)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound
Sterling, French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish
Peseta, Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the
left shows the value of the dollar against the 3 remaining
currencies which are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart
below shows 9 new currencies we have introduced based on
requests from our subscribers. On-line at
www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will continue to track the
European currencies until they expire. Next issue we will be
introducing more currencies based on what our readership has
told us it needs.

1982
1990
2001

23 Oct 2002

30 Jan 2003

25 Mar 2003

25 April 2003

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919

6,462

6,042

6,348

6,283

-1.03%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200

1,241,600

1,191,600

1,198,700

1,204,250

0.46%

09,920
12,090
18,310

18,075

16,970

16,736

16,219

-3.09%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar
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It is extremely difficult to pay tribute to an
individual who was bigger than life. That was
Conny Planborg who sadly passed away in

March 2003. A giant of a man in posture, ideas and
strength of conviction, he was known to many, but
very few appreciated his enigmatic sense of
humour, his loyalty to friends, his tireless efforts,
and his determination and unwavering belief in the
project The Mountain King which will come to
fruition in 2005. Svensk Filmindustri will open a
14–18 cinema complex in 2005, named
Cinemaxx-Goteborg. in Goteburg. It was the
inspiration and lifelong dream of Conny Planborg.
Very few individuals in the business of film had
such an intense, dedicated, and successful career.
Planborg started in the industry in 1958 in the
Sales department of Sandrews, third largest
exhibitor/producer/distributor at the time. From
1960-62, he was Head of Booking & Marketing
for Sandrews’ provincial cinemas circuit. 

In 1963, he took over as Head of Booking &
Marketing for the RI-circuit, Stockholm’s
second largest cinema circuit at the time. Later

in 1963 the first big leap came in his illustrious
career. He took over the reins as Managing
director for 20th Century-Fox, in Sweden. In
1970, he left Fox and started Stockholm Film AB.
Over the next 13 years, he left his indelible mark
on Sweden’s film industry. During this period the
company distributed some 275 feature films,
predominately for Sweden and other Scandinavian
countries. Planborg also produced, co-produced,
and distributed 17 Swedish feature films. Planborg
also became the 20th Century-Fox theatrical
distribution agent in Sweden. He followed in that
1981 with the Orion Pictures agency, and in 1982,
with The Disney Company’s (Buena Vista)
agency. He was instrumental in the design of the
first multicinema complex in Europe, the 12-
screen Biohuset in Stockholm, which opened

under the name of Filmstaden. During the period
1971-1983, Planborg’s Stockholm Film AB
company was Swedens’s No 1 theatrical
distributor. In 1982, with insight into an industry
that was emerging with the development of video
coupled with the public’s desire to consume this
new media, Planborg made the first pan-
Scandinavian deal with CBS/Fox Video, the
foremost purveyor of video rights at the time. He
initiated the concept of video rental in Svenska
Pressbyran, a kiosk/convenience store chain, with
340 outlets in Sweden and created what was
considered the world’s first profit-sharing system
for videocassette rentals. Worldwide during the
80’s, companies outside of the film business were
buying into the film industry where media
entertainment was the next explosion growth on
the consumer waveband.

In 1982, on behalf of the Bonnier Group,
Planborg conducted an in-depth economical
study on Svensk Filmindustri AB and

recommended the Bonnier family to acquire the
company. As part of the deal. Stockholm Film was
sold to SF, including the agencies, and Planborg
joined SF as its Exec-VP, responsible for cinema
(multiplex) development, production, import and
distribution. The benefits of a rapidly expanding
exhibition sector saw Esselte Ent/Filmnet attempt
to acquire Europa Film AB, the second largest
exhibitor & producer at the time. Svensk
Filmindustri intervened and won the ensuing
battle for control of the first of many company
acquisitions that have made Svensk Filmindustri
into the biggest Media conglomorate in Sweden
today.  In 1983, Planborg left SF and opened up his
own import and theatrical distribution, Plånborg
Film AB. In the eight years that followed his
world-wide relationships once again secured his
position as the No 1 independent distributor in
Sweden. In this period, Planborg distributed

successes such as The Las Emperor, Dirty
Dancing, Dances with Wolves, When Harry, Met
Sally, Wings of Desire, and Misery to name a few. 

During the 80’s, Planborg was sought out
for his vast knowledge of films and the
film business in Sweden, conducted the

Ministry of Culture & Education study on
cinemas, Towns, and villages across Sweden, and
presented recommendations for the future survival
– and revival of the industry in Sweden. He also
conducted a study for Folketshusföreningarnas
Riksorganisation and their 3500-screen cinema
circuit. From the mid-90s to 2000, Planborg
continued his consultancies, but devoted much of
his time to the burning passion –the multi cinema
complex in Goteberg: THE HALLS OF THE
MOUNTAIN KING. Many of us who knew
Conny, knew how committed he was to the
realisation of this project and how passionately he
fought for his dream. In 2001 Svensk Filmindustri,
finally agreed to build the project, and the
multiplex will be opened in 2005.

Aman of substance. A quiet giant with a

complex personality. Those of his friends

in the film business who understood the

complexity of his being, loved him for his

originality. Those who knew him not missed out

greatly on the friendship of a special individual,

with an incredible humour, and a strength of

conviction that is a rarity found among mankind.

After many years of not coming to Cannes due to

business commitments in Sweden, Conny and his

lovely wife Birgitta had hoped to attend Cannes

2003 to visit with friends from around the world.

Conny, those who cared for you know you are here

with us with that enigmatic smile at Cannes in

fighting spirit.

The Quiet Determined Giant 
Who Finally Moved A Mountain

TRIBUTE CANNES 2003

Conny Planborg - Many of us who knew Conny, knew how committed he was to the realisation of this project and how passionately he fought for his dream
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The independent film business worldwide is made up of a broad and diverse group of individuals and
companies comprising different strata of both product and fiscal strength. The companies invited to

participate in this feature all have one common denominator: each of the executives spoken to – whether
heads of their own companies or heads of the sales division within a company – have been in the business
of film for more than fifteen years, and in some instances more than 20years.

All seven companies represent the broad spectrum of the independent business from the stand-alone sales
agent and medium-sized independent companies that finance, produce, and distribute, to publicly

quoted companies financially backed by the stock market in the US and Europe. The insights are candid and
forthright and presented on the following pages as continuous quotes. These edited ‘In Conversations’
demonstrate the diversity that exists among the independents and how the various business models based
on financial resources are being, and can be, successfully utilized to ensure success. 

Each company was asked the same question:

Question: The independent film industry is in its own particular crisis, brought about by a number of
historical and current global factors. As an individual in the industry for more than 15 years, what is

your insight on the situation; how is your company coping within the crisis; what steps are you taking or
have you taken; and how do you see your company continually moving forward, given the negativity
promulgated by some that the independent business is dying or dead?

The answers make interesting reading. Not only do these executives demonstrate a myriad of different
circumstances that expanded their insight beyond the survival of each individual company. Each

interviewee also possesses broad experience in an industry which at its core has never been a profession
known for sustained longevity based on pure financial strength. 

BEATING
THE CURRENT

ECONOMIC CRISIS

INDEPENDENT
VIEWPOINT

SPECIAL FEATURE INDEPENDENT VIEWPOINT CANNES 2003 

Pierre David
LanceEntertainment

Liz Mackiewicz
Overseas Filmgroup

Kevin Williams
KWA Associates

Antony I. Ginnane
IFM Film Associates Inc.

Christian Halsey Solomon
Solo Entertainment Group

Lisa Wilson
Splendid Pictures Inc.

Ernst ‘Etchie’ Stroh
Moonstone Entertainment
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Q U E S T I O N

With Cologne-based Splendid
Medien’s Initial Public Offering
on the Neuer Markt in Frankfurt
on 24 September,1999, and its
subsequent focus on high-quality
motion-picture productions,
Splendid inaugurated a new era
in its 25 year history. Splendid
Medien AG and Los Angeles -
based Cutting Edge
Entertainment formed Splendid
Pictures, INC. (SPI), in January
2002. Headed by Cutting Edge
founder and principal David
Glasser, Splendid’s CEO is
Andreas Klein, and Lisa Wilson is
President of Distribution.
Splendid Pictures, INC.
concentrates on feature film
development, production and
distribution. Backed by a $150
million feature film production
facility, the business plan is
geared to produce two $40
million pictures and 8-10 features
in the $5 million-$40 million
range per year.

The independent film industry
is in its own particular crisis,
brought about by a number

of historical and current global
factors. As an individual in the
industry for more than 15 years,
What is your insight in to the
situation, and how is your company
coping within the crisis, and what
are the steps you are taking or have
taken, and how do you see your
company continually moving
forward, given the negativity,
promulgated by some that the
independent business is 
dying or dead.

The question you have put to me
is broad in its perception and
not easy to answer. The current

situation the independents find themselves in is
complicated by many factors not encountered in
the past. At this point, having done 30 years, I
think I have the fortunate or unfortunate honor
of being referred to as a ‘veteran,’ and the
market’s the toughest I’ve seen because,
generally speaking, when you get one product
that dies out, something comes to replace it. 

In this case, as much as video is slowing
down, DVD rental is huge, but it doesn’t
seem to be impacting the numbers that

distributors are able to offer. There are
economic downturns in territories, and the
problem of a strong dollar against some of the
currencies has resulted in a very turbulent
situation worldwide. Distributors are frightened
to commit.

The independent distributors worldwide
need and want product, but they’re
almost frightened to pay for it. I think it

was Patrick Wachsberger who said “Clients still
want 90 million-dollar movies, but they want to
pay 70 million dollars for them.” So we’ve
ended up with a situation in which unless you

can access soft money, there is no way to make
a movie, because you go with such a big gap,
that no one in their right mind would greenlight
the film. That’s something very different.
International has been strong for so long,
domestic got used to the idea of being 20% in
any budget. The difficulty is trying to persuade
them now that even 40% is barely equitable. At
one point, for many years international was
30% and domestic 70%. Even when you’re
making movies that are particularly tailored to
the domestic marketplace, there is a marked
reluctance on the part of domestic distributors
to take their share of the cake So we have
reached an impasse. Add to that the difficulty of
putting together and making a movie, which is
like a jigsaw puzzle where perpetually one
piece falls under the sofa or you get the middle
bit and find you’re missing a corner. That
scenario is relevant across the board, not just for
independents. The studios also have pictures
falling apart because the directors can’t be
committed or there’s a problem with the casting
or the timing. 

For companies such as ours, with bigger
budgeted movies it seems domestic
operates in a sort of vacuum, that

domestic is one thing and international is the
other. For so many years, they’ve been a
reduced percentage; it’s become a standard
model at the studios and for the independent
distributors. Hence the concept of stepping up
and taking a larger proportion of the budget; it’s
like introducing something new and nobody
wants to vary from the accepted model.

In Splendid’s case, to cope with the current
situation we look for soft money, which is
why it’s harder and harder to shoot in the

United States. We’re looking for tax funds,
independent investment groups, and
independent investors. There’s still money out
there. It’s strange that even when the market is
bad, there is still interest in the film business.
Investors who have a certain amount of liquid
cash, given that stocks and bonds are in a bad
state and money market accounts have almost
no yield, feel they may as well take a punt in the
film business. On the distribution side, in terms
of countries, Russia is up. Eastern Europe as a
whole seems to be coming back in reasonable
shape. Greece is through the roof largely
because Village Roadshow has set up a
substantial number of new screens, which is
improving the market and appetite for the
theatrical experience. Although territories like
that are important to us, they are a very small
percentage of a budget, and certainly can’t
cover the drop-off in Spain and France and
Germany. An encouraging indicator as we look
at our business plans is that Germany has
started to come back a little. There were more
German buyers at AFM than I’ve seen recently,
and sales are moving. It’s slightly different for
us because we’re a German company. A lot of
companies are making decent German sales, but
the numbers are reduced from what they used to
be. 

From the independent’s viewpoint, with
bigger pictures, UK still has a limited
amount of independents, but it’s very

difficult. Our experience indicates that it is
almost better to have a studio buy all English-
speaking rights than to try to make a deal in the
UK. There are maybe three distributors that
could buy product, so that makes it very hard. I
also see the present situation as an opportunity

Lisa Wilson
Splendid Pictures Inc.
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for international departments within the studios
to buy, because they’re in a position where they
can buy multiple territories and cross rights,
which reduces their risk. Then the independents
that are owned by a client in an individual
territory are at a disadvantage. It helps the
studios – obviously – because they cross
backwards and forwards between multiple
international territories. What concerns me is
that the smaller player will end up with no
product, and ultimately, if you’ve got no
product, you’ve got no business. Then, when
there is no competition, you end up with a
monopoly, and this is the closest I’ve ever seen
to that happening.

Everyone is in the same position. There is
a new fear that I haven’t seen before. A
lot of the independents have lost money

with independent product. First, with titles that
were, finished and delivered; also, companies
have announced pictures that didn’t happen and
then the client never got the deposit back.
Splendid is in a position where if a big picture
is delayed because the lead actor fell out, the
distributors know their money is safe in an
escrow account. At the point where we decide –

if we decide – that we’re not going forward
rather than replacing that actor, the money is
safe and they will get it returned. Prior to the
current global economical downturn, even then
they were making money. Hence losing a
certain amount was almost an acceptable
business expense. Various distributors I’ve
talked to allowed for X of lost deposits in their
annual budget every year. Today, the margins
are so small they can’t afford those losses. The
Agent Cody Banks script was part of the
Maverick Splendid development deal (David
and Andreas are producers on the film – they
packaged it, put it together, and then flipped it.)
We took it to MGM originally for domestic, and
they came back to us and talked about taking the
world. Given the fact that it was a very fast
green light, I didn’t want to rush the sales
because films like these are typically more US
driven. When the picture was finished, there
was a point at which MGM talked about selling
some or all of international, and we made them
an offer to buy back rights. They tested the
picture. The test scores were so high they
determined that they wanted to keep the picture
and release it through Fox internationally. Now,

they’ve just green lit a sequel. What’s good for
us getting through the current climate is that
flipping a project like Agent Cody Banks gives
us high profile visibility in the marketplace. By
far, the biggest difference now is that there’s no
room to make mistakes. You have to make sure
the script is right, because if it’s not on the page,

it’s not going to be on the screen, and we don’t
want people to lose money. In spite of all the
difficulties that we all experience at different
levels for different reasons, this is an industry
that survives. If you look worldwide at the box
office numbers, you’ll see that despite all the
doom and gloom, the cinemas are constantly
being renovated and multiplexes are being built
because statistically the number of people going
to the cinemas is high and increasing.
Consequently, there’s a need for product. The
hardest thing is to keep the budget at a level
where you can break even – we’re not even
talking about making a huge amount of money.
You make a movie and you have a chance at an
upside if the picture has overages. And that is
part of the problem of shooting in the United
States – it’s really very expensive. 

Idon’t believe that the distributors are taking
advantage of the present worldwide crisis
when they offer lower prices. Television

advertising revenues are also down which
means the networks aren’t buying as much. I’ve
spoken to several key distributors around the
world who, for the first time, have an inventory

of unsold television programming, both feature
films and other programming. Normally, they
had the capability to put in a package with a big
enough locomotive and they’ve been able to
sell. They have made their cash flow estimates
based on television’s X-percent of the total
price of the movie, but now the offers have been
so low that they’ve just refused to sell.
Meanwhile, they’re carrying the whole weight
on their backs until such time as TV prices
improve. Part of the current situation also stems
from attrition. When I first started selling
pictures, there were maybe three or four key
distributors in each territory. Then the industry

had the video boom and suddenly people who
had been selling rugs the week before were
distributors. The industry got used to this hustle
and bustle – 25 distributors from Korea, 35
distributors from the UK. Now as video is dying
out, we are going back to the basics. In many
cases, the companies left standing are the sons
of the fathers I used to deal with. Splendid is a
good example. I used to do business with Albert
as a buyer years ago. I can think of several
territories where I’m now dealing with the
second generation. 

We’re seeing that the companies who
are the exhibitors, or affiliated with
exhibitors are buying direct now, and

the middlemen are dying out because there isn’t
profit anymore for a middleman to take. Product
today is very much script driven, cast driven,
obviously. I believe the key factor is
relationships. I am fortunate because of my
‘veteran’ wings to have longtime relationships
with many of the distributors. It’s a partnership
where they feel that I protect them and that I’m
looking out for their best interest as well as
Splendid’s. I’m fair with the pricing and with
how I handle situations as they arise. Most
importantly, they know they’ll get their money
back because I’ll make sure it happens. In the
current climate, those combinations based on
relationships provide a comfort level for both
the distributors and Splendid. Every morning as
I drive to work, I see an ad for a realtor on a bus
shelter that says “Experience isn’t Expensive.
It’s Priceless.” In today’s market, I think that’s
really critical to our industry. When push comes
to shove, if I have a movie and someone else
has a movie, and all other things are equal, but
the buyers don’t know that person well, not the
company or the salesperson, many of the buyers
feel more confident to buy from someone
they’ve known for a long time. They
want to put themselves in a safety zone.
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Ernst “Etchie” Stroh’s Moonstone Entertainment has experienced tremendous growth since its inception at the
1992 Cannes Film Festival. In 1996, Etchie transformed Moonstone Entertainment from a sales agency for
medium-budget action movies into a production, finance and distribution company for theatrical quality films.
An integral part of Moonstone’s success has been the close relationship Stroh enjoys with distributors in all
major territories around the globe, as well as his close connections to influential producers and directors on
the cutting edge of filmmaking. “My relationships,” says Stroh, “have always been based on chemistry between
people — it goes beyond the company I represent or own.” Currently, Moonstone is continuing its work with
award-winning and innovative directors. Chen Kaige’s (Farewell My Concubine) next motion picture, Together,
is set for domestic release with United Artists in May of 2003.

One of the key elements crucial
to survive the crisis at the
moment is overhead, as that’s a

constant expense every month. You have to
watch it and bring it to a minimum, but this
reduction should not interfere with your day-
by-day operation, your plans for growth, and
your readiness for the moment the crisis is over 

The current crisis that independents
experience is not only due to global
problems, 9-11, loss of advertising

revenues and/or the reduced acquisition
budgets of the TV the stations. Technology is
advancing at such an enormous speed and
changing the complexion of the business .There
are more venues in the media - the existing pay-
per-view channels are more sophisticated,
there’s video on demand, there is pay-per-view,
there is pay TV, there’s a lot of alternative ways
to watch a movie. On the other hand, video as a
rental business for us independents is shrinking,
as the audience finds what they want to see, via
a VOD service, Pay –Per View, Pay TV, etc.
The novelty of having a video machine is long

gone. The big problem today is Rental vs.
Retail. Blockbuster is the traditional rental
place, but you could find the same DVD on sale
for 9.99 at Wal- Mart, and consumers may ask
themselves “ Why rent it for $7.00 if for $9.99
you can own it?” Back in the early 80’s the
videocasette created a new media, and a whole
generation of independent film producers and
distributors was born to supply the growing
demand of this new media .Numerous well

known companies discovered a new business,
because anything that was produced was
consumed immediately. This video rental
media, mostly for straight –to-video product is
disappearing nowadays. Instead of the video-
cassette rental, you have the film in a carrier -
DVD - but as a retail item. 

Every company and every country has its
problems, whether they are related to the
local economy and/or stock market, a

local power struggle in the media market, or
even political problems. But these are
problems, that will sort themselves out in one
year or two years, and things will return to
normal but on a different level. The business
and the quantity of movies produced in the 80’s
and 90’s will never rebound to the level it 
has been. However it won’t be reduced to the
level it was before the video boom, because
there is still some demand for TV movies.

And there lies another reason for our
crisis. TV was consuming a lot of
movies, so producers made TV movies.

Nowadays TV stations produce their own
product - series, telenovelas, reality shows,
sports and news programs, etc. The Pay TV
channels in the US almost completely canceled
the acquisition of TV movies for their Pay TV
premiere slots and focus on their own
productions and the acquisition of theatrically
released films. It seems therefore that
Independents need to get back to basics,
producing theatrical movies, because in this
medium there’s almost no change. There’s the
change of taste, what works or doesn’t work,

and the change of demographics, but there will
always be the need for theatrical movies, which
means you buy tickets and you share the
experience of watching a film with other
people. Exhibitors make their money on the
Diet Coke and the popcorn and compete with
other exhibitors for box office rental ratio. This
media will stay and continue to exist and
therefore the response to handle the ‘real’ crisis
is to produce movies for theatrical exploitation.
It doesn’t have to be The Matrix, it can be A
Room With A View, but it has to be theatrical.
Independents always found creative ways to co-
exist with the majors. 

This is my philosophy. An independent
company with low overhead can easily
make a theatrical film for 3-5 million

dollars . A major studio spends this amount just on
the decision process and on the overhead they
have managing the production and development
departments. There are movies that only
independents can make. I doubt that a major studio
will be able to cooperate with Robert Altman on a
film and agree to subordinate their creative
production and marketing ambitions to the vision
and demands of a director. 

Independent movie making is a challenge ,
but it has been proven that with a 5 million-
dollar budget film you can gross a hundred

million-dollars at the worldwide box office.
Examples over the years are numerous. My Big
Fat Greek Wedding, Pulp Fiction, The Usual
Suspects, Driving Miss Daisy. Not one of them
cost more than $US5 – 6$US million dollars. A
studio couldn’t make them even if they thought
they could follow ‘a formula’. It’s not the way

Ernst ‘Etchie’ Stroh
Moonstone Entertainment
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Q U E S T I O N
The independent film industry is in its own particular crisis, brought about by a number of historical and current
global factors. As an individual in the industry for more than 15 years, What is your insight in to the situation,
and how is your company coping within the crisis, and what are the steps you are taking or have taken, and how
do you see your company continually moving forward, given the negativity, promulgated by some that the
independent business is dying or dead.
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they do business Therefore, I think it’s very
wrong to think that the independent business is
dead. It will always be there, but you have to
work harder to find the opportunities. If you
look at the majority of movies that independents
have been made over the last two years, you ask
yourself “Why have they been made?” And
often the answer is “Because money was easily
available – equity, subsidies, gap insurance -
many reasons.” The most important criteria- a
good script and a good director – often became
secondary. Movies should be made because
they have an audience and because there is a
financial package to make them possible.
Having a financial package to make the movie
possible is the second step. I like every aspect of
what I do, the sales, the problems, the
production, the financing, and above everything
I like to be on my own 100% independent. So I
can do what I can afford and I can afford to do
only what I want to do. I am operating a very

experienced sales company, so we are able to
offer our services as sales agents to cover the
overhead. In addition, Moonstone has a library
of 30 titles that we have produced and own over
the years, and another 30 titles that I sell for
other producers. Some are personal favorites,
movies that I really like because of the content.
This takes me around the world, to the festivals,
where I participate with the movies I make that
usually need the festival circuit. I go to all the
TV markets with the library for TV sales. I like
to talk. I’m a people person. I hear what’s going
on, who’s leaving here, who’s coming there,
what’s the trend here, what’s the trend there? So
you gather information, the information gets
absorbed, it filters through, then you can decide
to make an intelligent game plan of how to
proceed, and what to do, and when not to do
something. Sometimes this is more important,
to take a step back, and admit that you can take
a step back. I recently went on a scouting tour
with a director. By the end of the scouting tour,
we decided the script is not good enough and
maybe we won’t make the film. That decision
cost the company money, but a tiny percent
compared to going ahead with the project. This
is a decision I think more independents should
consider making. In the independent arena
where the financial stakes from all angles are
high, I don’t consider money is lost if I make
such decisions. In a way it’s an investment

because one learns something. When I was very
young, I lost a lot of money and I learned how
to face problems, how to stand up and deal with
them. All of this gives me a balance, the ability
to a lways  look  and  s tep  fo rward .  

that story is over-and 
it’s good that it is over

I like every aspect of what 
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the production, the financing 

& above everything I like to be 
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There are some things issues I
don’t think any none of us in the
business is sure how to deal

with. One of the biggest problems of the
industry today is file sharing at home computers
level. Friends of mine have 1,200 films in their
hard drives; the film business has becomeis
becoming a product oflike the music industry.
Five years ago we were saying, “Careful, this is
happening.” No one paid attention then, and no
one is really paying attention to this now.
Academy tapes were on the internet in January.
I could download Catch Me If You Can or
Adaptation and see it in great quality on a 30-
inch screen, and pay nothing. One of the
problems is that access to films will be greater
in ways that we can’t even fathom as yet and
libraries will be worth less because it will all be
free. I mean, why have pay television for films
anymore? So, we will constantly need fresh
movies. and The Movies may make a lot of
money in the their first two, three years, but ten
years down the road, who knows? In turn, if
smaller films have little terminal value, that will
change the appetite for structured investment in
the lower-budget film industry, which is already
weak. At a picture level, the film industry
generally loses money. If you can succeed in
leveraging a movie like the studios do, with
merchandising and with product placement etc,
the independent may have a better chance. The
problem there is that it is a risky business, and
very hard for the independents to get to that
business. Thank God, the appetite for product is
constant and consuming. If you have a lineup of
product that is attractive to the consumer, you’ll

always make some money. What’s hard is how
to get to that product, how to participate in the
engineering and development and financing of
a project so that (a) the studio doesn’t get it and
(b) the film can be actually be produced and
you can make money with it. 

Do I think the film business is dying? No.
For instance, you have the local level.
German films for Germans. Japanese

films for the Japanese. People will always be
interested in local stories and studios are really not
in that business, even though they are actually
getting there. Business at the local level like that
will stay, and, depending on how the television
business functions, may even grow. There is a
central issue of ‘culture’ with local productions
where countries are saying, “Not only is it
important for our talent to find ‘space’ for their
voice, but it’s also important that we aren’t
completely overwhelmed by the talent of a
different culture.” Consequently, there are a lot of
mechanisms in place to help local industries.
However, those mechanisms are often abused. The
UK has just thrown a fit about Canada, as an
example, because the UK put laws in place meant
to favor local production, when in fact they end up
favoring to favor production outside of the UK and
pushed their a considerable portion of their
investments towards Canada. The underlined issue

is that the UK is an expensive place to produce,
which disincentives shooting there. You need to
resolve that issue, otherwise that will ultimately
kill the UK subsidy system as co-productions go.

The second sector where the industry is not
dying is the talent driven sector. The films

that are made by really talented people who are
not yet big enough to be on the studio radar
screens, so they are still affordable by the
independents. The question is really not
whether independent business is dying or not,
but how the business model in which the

industry is based will reinvent itself. We have
problems that are very hard to face. The cost of
talent, the cost of development, the cost of
financing, the organization of a project so that
the project fits the financial model instead of
the other way around, and many other
fundamental issues. Does it make sense that
200 companies license product at a worldwide
level? No, it doesn’t. Does it make sense that
because there are 200 operators trying to feed a
pipeline, hundreds of unnecessary movies get
made? Not really. The fact is, of the 200, 150
companies are just trying to make a buck, they
are really not focused on making great pictures.
In the process, it they freezes up talent, freezes

Christian Halsey Solomon 
Solo Entertainnment Group
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Worldwide Is In Between

Financial Models
Christian Halsey Solomon started his career in foreign television distribution in 1979 with Telepictures
Corporation, and in 1983, began working in theatrical distribution for Kodiak Films. He joined New World
Pictures in 1985 as President of International Sales where he was responsible for the sale, distribution and
release of more than 120 motion pictures, along with the creation of theatrical and video companies in Italy,
France, Germany, Spain and Japan. In 1987, Solomon created Filmtrust, which represented over 60 feature
films in the worldwide arena, and was profitably sold in 1991. Between 1990 and 1994, he worked as an
assistant director, a screenwriter, and a film editor. In addition, he produced a number of feature films, including
Monkey Trouble, co-produced with Ridley Scott for New Line Cinema. In 1996 he formed Quadra
Entertainment to develop, license, finance, and distribute feature film content. Halsey Solomon was appointed
Chief Operating Officer of the Edward R. Pressman Film Corporation in 1997. He served as Executive
Producer on Legionnaire, starring Jean Claude van Damme, and Abel Ferrara’s New Rose Hotel. 
Most recently, he produced American Psycho, from the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, a project he had been
developing since 1991. In 2000, Mr. Halsey Solomon formed HIP, a joint venture with Helkon Media AG, a
German media company then quoted on the German NeueMarkt. In 2002, Mr. Halsey Solomon co-founded Solo
Entertainment Group, a global entertainment company, and Solo Film Verleih, a theatrical distribution
company based in Germany.

Q U E S T I O N

The independent film industry is in its own particular crisis, brought about by a number of historical and current
global factors. As an individual in the industry for more than 15 years, What is your insight in to the situation,
and how is your company coping within the crisis, and what are the steps you are taking or have taken, and how

do you see your company continually moving forward, given the negativity, promulgated by some that the independent
business is dying or dead.
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up actors, and freezes production abilities to the
degree, whereby if you have a good movie,
from the producer’s point of view, you’re still
fighting against ‘bad’ movies to get a movie
made. As a result, the well-heeled producer
finds himself in a position where, for example,
because actors are tied up, you have a good
project but you can’t get it cast. 

One of the reasons why I moved to
Europe is that in Europe, because of the
sheer amount of countries, you are

exposed to more talent, more financing, more
“soft money,” corporate action subsidies, levies,
tax funds. In Europe, you are far from the
‘complications’ that come when you are in a
marketplace that is overcrowded with many
players. It also forces us to think in terms of
local production, which is something I believe
in. You cannot sit in the States and imagine
assume that you can successfully compete on
with an “American” film against local product
any more than you can compete on a bigger film
with the studios. A film that has been designed

by Americans for Americans, by and large, is
very, very hard to export and travel. The quest
then is to try to produce other types of content,
local content, or a co-production between a few
countries, a project that appeals to more than
one country, so that companies in each country
can support the film up to its limit and make the
project possible. I also see the cost of talent in
the United States as too high. In Europe and
other parts of the world, on the other hand, there
may not be the quantity of talent in writing or
directing, but you do meet people who are
talented and whose financial demands fall in
concert with the project. 

So starting from a European base, I think
you can then come back into the US with
product that is different enough and fresh

enough to attract American audiences in a
sector that is not in direct competition with the
studios. What Solo is trying to accomplish is to
provide content and financing from innovative
sources. One of the reasons we set up the
distribution company in Germany was – first,
that it was a great opportunity to work with
good professionals in the German market.
Second, it allows me to keep a finger in the
product pie, in terms of knowing what else
everyone else is doing. We are exposed to films
very often from first time filmmakers, first time

producers, and so on, which we can bring to
German audiences and export to the rest of the
world. Being in the theatrical distribution

business opens a window to an incredible
source of information, which I need – which
everybody needs, in fact. 

Mainly, keeping a long-term view in
this business is a function of survival.
Because the business changes so

quickly, you need to know what’s coming next.
Mostly, by the time you have become an expert
on what’s going on now, that “now” has
changed. For instance, when we started the
association with Helkon Media, we anticipated
that Germany was going to be, for at least a few
years, the leader in getting films made. What we
did not necessarily recognize was the shortness
of that window. 

Ithink the industry is between financial
models. Consider the speed at which, for
instance, the gap model was very quickly

replaced with the German funds and the tax
shelters. Some of those are still here – co-
productions, tax funds and sale-leasebacks out
of the UK and so on. But Equity is not available
on a grand scale today. The European countries
tend to send that money outside of their country,
as in the German tax funds – billions of dollars
going out without any local benefits to
Germany. Everyone I talk to agrees that, at
some point in the near future, those are going to
cease to exist. At the end of the day, it’s a ten-
percent benefit to the movie, not enough to kill

the film industry but it’s a big shake up. The
world of subsidies is proving useful today. I
wonder if it will be around in one and a half
years. I know it’s not going to be around 
in five years. Hopefully, the larger financial
cycle, which sees us now in the bottom of the
curve, will be better in two years. I see product
placement money becoming more aggressive in
terms of position in films. That could be the
next big wave of soft financing for a movie. All 

of these companies have a benefit in furthering
their branding with through an association with
successful films. The problem today is that they
do it largely after the film is finished because
they don’t want to be associated with a bad film.
But I think there is a mechanism brewing that
would allow these companies to really be
involved. The studios are the current
benefactors, because of the high profile of the
their movies and the guaranteed distribution

worldwide they can bring to the table. However,
the sponsoring companies must realize at some
point that when they put 30 or 40 million dollars
into sponsoring a film release in the US, with
the same money they could work with a few
independents that make a number of movies and
attach their name to product – like Hallmark did
in television - through a number of distribution
windows over the year, and get the benefit of all
that exploitation.McDonald’s is a good
example, or Burger King. They go in on Tomb
Raider when the film is released theatrically.
When the video comes out, they’re no longer
associated with the release. When the film goes
on pay TV, they’re not associated at all. We
know the independent can find 
them a better solution.

does it make sense that 200 
companies, license product 

at a worldwide level?
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my contemporaries who are
focused on foreign sales 

and see it as an end, 
I see it as a means to an end.

keeping a long-term 
view in this business 

is a function of survival
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You Can or Adaptation
and see it in great
quality on a 30-inch 
screen, and pay
nothing. 
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It’s interesting to think back 20
years ago. At the time, my movie
Scanners was released and

Manson International was selling it. We had
theatrical and limited television, and that was
it! Then we all got very, very lucky because
video came. When I think about it now, it was

an extraordinary development that made the
independents flourish. I remember back in ‘87
– when I started Image – the lines of
distributors from Turkey and Greece waiting at
Cannes to come into the office. They were all
throwing numbers, and each one was bigger
than the other. So we had video, then the
television explosion, then Germany, then we
had the tax deals. Referring to distribution
encompassing all the above, when something
fell out, something new happened. Now I don’t
know if there is something new. DVD is
replacing cassettes. The cable expansion that
we experienced in the United States has not yet
hit foreign. So now it’s back to – I don’t know

if I like the phrase – a ‘mature business.’ It’s a
re-arrangement of the business elements that
we live with all the time. I think we’ve
exhausted the ‘new’ territories. 

At AFM Benelux, Greece and Turkey
were up, but this is not going to make a
difference. Making a movie or not

doesn’t depend on Greece paying $12,000 more
or less. We’re presently confronted with the
fact that there is no medium that’s going to save
us, there’s no country that’s going to save us. A
friend who works with the studios was asking

me about foreign. I told him it’s very tough
because a lot of converging elements are hitting
at the same time. A more nationalistic approach
in a lot of important countries favors their local
entertainment product. There was a time when
America could throw anything at them and they
would buy it. If it was American, it was the
prime product to have. Not anymore.
Especially on television. They want to see
themselves. They realize they can make Movies
of the Week, good series, reality programming,
etc. Some thought reality shows were only

Pierre David
Lance Entertainment
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same time you’ve got to be really smart, 
or whether you’re smart or not,

you really have to know 
what you’re doing 
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The Independent Advantage
Our Ability To Turn On A Dime

The 30-year career of Pierre David, President of Lance Entertainment, INC., encompasses all aspects of development,
financing, production, and distribution of motion pictures in United States, Canada, and abroad.
In 1969, while David was running the live entertainment division of the Mutual Broadcasting Network in Montreal,
Canada, he was given the mandate to create a new film distribution company and established Mutual Films. During
1972, David added a production unit to the distribution operation and, as producer or executive producer, was
involved in the production and worldwide distribution of 19 French-language Canadian films.
hereafter, David formed a partnership with Roger Corman and established New World Mutual Pictures Of Canada,
Ltd. to distribute feature films in English-speaking Canada. Based in Toronto, the company handled films for New
World Pictures and Avco-Embassy, as well as Mutual Films’ European, American and Canadian acquisitions and
productions. In 1978, David teamed with Victor Solnicki and Claude Heroux to produce English-language motion
pictures. He pioneered the three-picture concept, by which Canadian investors funded a series of three films per year,
thereby minimizing the risk. He also conceptualized complex formulas whereby U.S. studios, such as Warner Bros. and
Universal Pictures, were teamed with Canadian investors to finance one or more films. A close relationship with David
Cronenberg led to the production of three critically acclaimed films: The Brood, Scanners and Videodrome. In
addition, David produced Dirty Tricks, Visiting Hours, Of Unknown Origin, and the miniseries For Those I Loved, a
co-production with France.
Moving to Los Angeles in 1983, David became President of Film Packages International and later joined The Larry
Thompson Organization as a partner. During that period, he was involved in the development and/or production of
over 25 motion pictures at Tri-Star, United Artists, Paramount, New World, RKO, New Line Cinema, etc. Functioning
as production executive on Oliver Stone’s Platoon ranks among his notable credits. In January 1987, David became
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Image Organization, INC., an international
production/distribution company formed by David, Malofilm Group, Nelvana Entertainment, and New Star
Entertainment. In April 1989, David and Malo acquired the shares of New Star and Nelvana. As of April 1996, Image
had represented more than 40 production companies and 100 feature films in the international market.
Maintaining his production activities, in the spring of 1989, David with Frank Mancuso, Jr. produced the box office
success and critically acclaimed film Internal Affairs for Paramount Pictures, directed by Mike Figgis, starring
Richard Gere and Andy Garcia. Between 1989 and 1996 David produced and executive produced over 25 films. In
October of 1996, David and his partner Rene Malo sold Image Organization to Behavior Communications of Canada.
On June 1, 1998 David became Chairman of Win Ventures, LLC, a company affiliated with World International
Network, LLC, where he continued his production activities. In April 2002, David established the Lance
Entertainment, INC. banner, and is currently preparing a slate of theatrical movies with companies such as Artisan,
RKO, Alliance-Atlantis, Reel One Entertainment, as well as planning the production of a number of independent
movies.

Q U E S T I O N

The independent film
industry is in its own
particular crisis, brought

about by a number of historical
and current global factors. As
an individual in the industry for
more than 15 years, What is
your insight in to the situation,
and how is your company
coping within the crisis, and
what are the steps you are
taking or have taken, and how
do you see your company
continually moving forward,
given the negativity,
promulgated by some that the
independent business is dying
or dead.

“
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going to last ‘a few minutes.’ It’s bigger than
ever in the United States. They cost less to
produce, and they work for the audience. And
it’s the same around the world. They have the
same success as in America. That’s good for the
broadcasters, but not for us, the makers of
product, the actors, the writers, directors etc.
Then there is the matter of the economy. When
the economy’s not good, television stations
have less money to buy. Once you start adding
all of this up, what it means for me is that you
really have to know what you’re doing because
the market is not open like it used to be. Some
niche markets still exist. I mean if you’re Nu
Image and you’re making creature theme
movies that have clear video and television
value (and the executives at Nu Image know
what they’re doing), I can see exactly how and

why they’re selling. Similarly, if I’m making a
thriller mainly for television, within a precise
model, relying on pricing that works, I can sell
it. But there’s a lot of competition for airtime in
Europe, a lot of competition. You cannot take
for granted that you can sell everything. You
have to make sure you know where the movie
will sell, and finance movies in ways that we
didn’t use before because there is virtually no
pre-selling. 
It’s a tough job. And there are no guarantees. 

The independent business is not going to
disappear. Entertainment will always be
there, and my feeling is that a good

movie will always sell. Look at Mambo
Italiano. It was a smart movie released at the
right time, riding on the coat tails of My Big
Fat Greek Wedding. If you make smartly
conceived product, chances are you will sell it.
Where it gets dicey is in the big expensive
movies made by independents. You may have
on paper a really good script and a really good
cast and you may, like the studios, make a
terrible movie. If you don’t pre-sell and buyers
look at the terrible movie, they won’t buy it or
they may buy it for much less. The movies I
currently sell are doing quite well. I make them for
very specific markets: a little bit of video and
television. Theatrical in one or two places, but it is
not the main venue. They are not art films, and
won’t go to Festivals. They are not erotic thrillers.
When people ask me, “What do you do these
days?” I tell them that I make very specific reality-
based fictional thrillers. They are very difficult to

make because very few scripts of that genre exist.
I end up developing 90% of my scripts in house! I
have to make them for a price, they have to be
good, and they have to be castable in a certain way.
You’ve got to find ways to get decent writers that
you pay much less than you used to, but to whom
you give a real back end. 

The model starts with the script. I know how
much I can spend on a script, how much on
a director, how much on the cast, and then I

know how much I can spend on the rest of the
movie. I need to bring in soft money. That’s why
I’m shooting in Canada. I would love to shoot in
the US like I used to, but the difference with what
Canada gives me is unbeatable. I do the
projections of foreign and domestic, and then I see
exactly where I am. After AFM I was only
US$4.000 away on my last movie from the
projections I made in August 2002. As a producer
who knows sales and distribution, the current
climate is one from which I can benefit
enormously. I can sit down with the buyer from
TF1, and talk to him about my productions. He can
talk to me about the movies, explain what his
ratings problems are, what kind of cast is good for
what kind of subject matter, and I can talk to him
as a producer telling him what my problems are.
Many sales agents at one point end up saying, “If
I’m going to have something that people want,
I’ve got to make the product.” However, there are
so many sales companies, so much product in the

market place. Larry Goebel and I were recently
wondering how these producers or new
sales/production companies were faring. In 20
years, I’ve never figured it out. I don’t know how
they make money; I don’t know where they sell.
It’s already very tough to sell when you know all
the tricks. How do you do it when you don’t?

Many producers today are trying to sell
their own product themselves instead
of using sales agents. Part of the

whole problem comes from: A) Almost all the
time, sales agents are asked to give a sales
estimate, and often in order to get the product
will establish estimates that are too high; B)
Producers agree on a sales commission, but
then they rarely figure a smart agreement on
expenses, and it’s in expenses that everything
happens. That’s where it becomes really tough
for the producer. If the movie doesn’t sell well,
the expenses can gobble up everything. I like to
stick to a winning formula. However, with my
approach to production and marketing I
wouldn’t have made My Big Fat Greek
Wedding, or Mambo Italiano. I try to have a
very clear plan of what I’m going to do, not
betting on exceptions. It’s the way I want to run

my life, meaning if I had all the money that Tom
Hanks has, or if I were Tom Cruise, I would
probably say, “Okay, I’m going to invest $2-3
million dollars to make independent movies.”
One of our biggest advantages as independents
is our capacity to really turn on a dime and set
new trends and new ideas. Information is
critical.
Years ago, I started up a wine tasting group and
invited people who I knew liked wine. What has
happened is that this has developed into an
industry group with Andrew Stevens, Avi
Lerner, Mark Damon, Steven Paul, Paul
Hertzberg, Mark Amin, and many others. We
meet every four to six weeks, we share
information, we discuss how we’re all doing,
we talk about trends etc. If the majors can have
their alliance, why can’t we? And we 
all benefit from our 
friendly encounters.

we meet every four 
to six weeks we 

share information
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A Woman Wounded - Lance Entertainment
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Kevin Williams, has worked in international Television and Film distribution for the past 17 years.
Kevin Williams Associates (KWA) was established in 1996. He works with most of Spain’s
independent and major producers, and currently licenses a substantial catalogue of over 70
Spanish features. At Cannes 1997, KWA represented Tren de Sombras by J.L. Guerín in Director’s
Fortnight. In 1999, RTVE - the Spanish state broadcaster - hired KWA as Sales Agent of El Abuelo
which was shortlisted for the Foreign Language Oscar. KWA licenses the film to Miramax for the
USA. Since 1998 Kevin William’s KWA has acted as International Sales Consultant for Madrid
based Sogepaq.

There is no question that this
period is the toughest the
business has ever seen. Ours is a

profession which at the best of times is such
that not many people are prepared to put up
with the uncertainties involved. The key to our
survival is to keep the quality of the product
high. It’s tough being a small independent if
you don’t have a big picture, (though this year
we have a big picture: Carmen). We get around
that by keeping the general standard and quality
of the product high.

Our catalogue may well lack the one
picture that hits you between the eyes,
but overall the standard is high. Having

said that, it’s not enough. You have to be able to
reach the buyers and make them want to take
the time to come to see you. One aspect that sets
our company apart from the other Spanish sales
agents, and is a focal point for the buyers, is that
we handle solid Latin American titles in our
catalogue mix, which gives us a more rounded
dimension as a sales agent, and a bigger
overview of Spanish, Hispanic and Latin films.

That’s been particularly critical as the Spanish
market in the USA is taking off. Our ability to
weather the storm as a small company also lies
in that Spanish Product has an opening via the
expanding USA market, which the French,
Italians, Germans, and English don’t have. 

Secondly, as a small company, when the
buyer deals with my company, they’re not

getting a lot of bureaucracy. I have found that
when you’re dealing with big customers, it’s
vital to pay particular attention to them when

they buy the first film, otherwise they aren’t
going to come back. So I work very hard with
my backup team in the servicing, making sure
the customer is satisfied, making sure the
customer is happy, making sure that we’re
prompt and efficient with our delivery. You’d
be surprised, but it’s remarkable how many
sales agents do not provide the proper support
to buyers.

In a nutshell those are the fundamental
cornerstones and some of the main reasons
why we’re still in business. As we continue

to satisfy our customer base and expand, we
have found that quality will always win out and
it doesn’t really matter what language the film
is in if it’s a good movie. As an example, 
The Blue Room first sold in some of the
smaller Asian territories; we now have offers
from Japan, and the Thailand deal is the first
theatrical sale I have made to that country. As
for acquiring product, the situation in Spain is
that there are not many places where an
independent producer in Spain can go and our
company is one of the main places.

There aren’t any sales agents dedicated to
Latin American movies. I am perhaps the
person who’s done the most in the 90’s

for exporting Spanish films, and as a result the
Latin producers are increasingly coming to us.
Plus the relationships we already have with
producers. A small company such as ours can’t
survive on selling product to a few obscure
territories. So I need to have deals in place that
then allow me to be available for those smaller
buyers who want to buy one film from you
every five years. We’ve got those deals in place,

but as we all know, this business is so volatile
and uncertain that you have to be continuously
careful because you just don’t know what’s
around the corner. I have worked for a studio,
and it helps me get a perspective. At the AFM,
you realize that the majors are completely
oblivious of the AFM. They don’t visit the
AFM. They don’t even know it exists. The
independents are conducting business at that
market, and for us this is everything. We need
the markets we attend to survive. It’s ironic that
the majors dominate this business, and we are
in their backyard and they don’t even know we
exist. So that helps me put it all into

perspective, and appreciate that we’re trying to
get by and survive daily when the future is
extremely uncertain. There are companies in
the independent business with big projects. The
bigger companies are merging all the time. The
latest merger – Intermedia and Summit –
doesn’t necessarily mean it’s going to be bigger
and better for them. 

Our business model determines that we
concentrate on completed pictures and
sales. Trying to help a producer find the

financing for a film takes too much time, and
the film might never happen. The other key
element is the TV stations. As the TV stations
keep taking independent product, there
continues to be hope for the independents.
There are some TV stations that have stopped
buying from independents. On the other hand,
other TV stations like to buy from independents
because they can be more selective. They don’t
have to buy packages, and they can get two or

Kevin Williams
KWA Associates
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Spanish Product Now Has An
Opening Via The US Market

Q U E S T I O N

The independent film industry is in its own particular crisis, brought about by a number of historical and
current global factors. As an individual in the industry for more than 15 years, What is your insight in to the
situation, and how is your company coping within the crisis, and what are the steps you are taking or have

taken, and how do you see your company continually moving forward, given the negativity, promulgated by some
that the independent business is dying or dead.
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three titles with name actors without having to
buy a package. That’s why they like to work
with smaller companies. Another factor that
many individuals who work in the independent
sector don’t realize, is the massive difference in
prices – that an independent sales company gets
for a movie relative to what a studio would get
for the same movie packaged with a blockbuster
and selling it to TV. That’s another reason why

a TV station considers buying from us, one
specialist film opposed to a package. 

The kind of product this company
specializes in, studios don’t handle. In
some territories, mainly Eastern Europe

and territories that are going to be joining the
EU, sellers want to open the marketplace and
reach a potential audience with a greater
selection of movies, so they are starting to look

for other European films and they also want
edgy Latin American films. Sometimes it’s just
personal. Sometimes it’s a buyer, a TV buyer,
who is tired of looking at lists from studios and
actually goes to a film festival to see something
different and will buy that movie to make a
personal statement instead of just following the
corporate way. When it comes to
selling the product,  that  is  good. ”

Carmen Premiering at Cannes Film Festival 2003 for KWA Associates
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Q U E S T I O N

IFM Film Associates Inc. and its
distribution associate IFM World
Releasing Inc. is Los Angeles
based with a satellite office in
Melbourne, Australia. Since 1970,
Antony I. Ginnane has Produced
or Executive Produced 56 feature
films and mini-series. Taking
advantage of incentives and tax
credits, he has filmed in such
countries as Australia, New
Zealand, the United States,
Canada, Mexico, the Philippines
and the former Yugoslavia. In
1996, Ginnane and Anne Lyons set
up IFM as a boutique
international sales and licensing
group. IFM has acquired and
presented seventy TV movie and
theatrical productions. 

The independent film
industry is in its own
particular crisis, brought

about by a number of historical
and current global factors. As an
individual in the industry for
more than 15 years, What is your
insight in to the situation, and
how is your company coping
within the crisis, and what are the
steps you are taking or have
taken, and how do you see your
company continually moving
forward, given the negativity,
promulgated by some that the
independent business is dying or
dead.

The preamble to the questions
you raise is that the independent
film industry has always been

difficult. It’s never been a walk in the park, and
the people who have survived in it basically
have been people who have found ways to work
under the radar of the majors, under the radar of
the big broadcasters, sometimes utilizing them,
in part or after the event, but at the same time
utilizing financing mechanisms that perhaps the
majors don’t need to use or haven’t had to use.
At the same time, one hopes we are reacting to
market trends faster and more astutely than the
majors are able to simply because of their
bureaucracy and hierarchy. However, majors
too have found, more and more, that the
margins for their productions - whether they’re
$150 million or $70 million productions - are
tight and they, too, need to try to ameliorate
risk, to reduce risk, to eliminate risk. 

And that, I think, is the watchword we’re
embracing right now. Risk aversion.
Almost all of the films we’re involved

in as a sales company are not films that are
intended for theatrical release. We’re trying to
provide, in one way or another, the same or
similar caliber of productions to our clients: the

video and DVD distributors, and TV
broadcasters both pay and free. In a way that
doesn’t create a scenario where we could be
wiped out if we make a mistake, or if the market
continues to downsize. We have reduced the
number of films where we are taking a large
primary risk. IFM as a sales entity has been
running, for about 7 1/2 years now. 

The first four to five years of our existence
involved a growth phase, moving from
films in which we had little or no

creative or financial involvement that we were
taking on as acquisitions after the event, into a
situation where we were putting up small
minimum guarantees, generally, without taking
a banking risk. The producers themselves
would bank our contractual obligations based
on the conservativeness of our estimates. Up to
the AFM and the Cannes prior to 9-11, we had
two or three titles out there that had for us quite
high levels of six figure minimum guarantees
attached. The confluence of the general broad
economic difficulties subsequent to 9-11
coupled with the big European territory and

television specific economic problems, were
such that, on a couple of these movies, we were
caught and squeezed quite aggressively. We
looked at ways to work around the problem and
reverted to a business plan that is not the same
business plan we had when we started, but it is
not dissimilar. 

We’ve decided to increase the number
of titles that we are involved in, on
the basis of accepting that the current

business climate makes for lower margins and
that it requires a higher volume of products.
One major difference between applying an
acquisition/distribution method to this sort of
business today versus applying it seven or eight
years ago, is in finding the best product from
what’s available, the right product, because
there’s much more dross now than there was
eight years ago. The digital post-production
universe and digital production have however
enabled producers to provide comparable
product much more cost-efficiently. Producers
have found ways to bring product to the table
that we’ve been able to find and take on that we
feel comfortable with. Notwithstanding the
decline of sales to Germany and Spain, or that
we’re probably going to have to live with a
lower TPS license rather than a Canal Plus
license in France. 

Notwithstanding all of those diminutions
of the revenue stream, the production
value is sufficiently maintained and yet

the cost is minimized. However, we haven’t
completely moved away from acquisitions
where we’ve had to be financially involved. To
make this ten or twelve titles per year
acquisition oriented business plan work, we
have to supplement it with two or three titles
where we’re more involved, and there is some
sort of cast. We’re trying to put a cap on the
level of minimum guarantee that we feel
comfortable putting up. Directly prior to 9-11,
TV-oriented movies were being priced for
acquisition at around 750-850 thousand dollars
on the basis that the ultimate foreign value of
these films was probably a million four-million
five. Now, we don’t feel comfortable going
much above 150-200 hundred thousand dollars
on the assumption that the foreign value is
reduced to 400-450 thousand dollars. And that’s
not even absolutely certain for every title. All of
that makes life more time-consuming because
you have to look at a lot more projects, just on

Antony I. Ginnane
IFM Film Associates Inc.
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an acquisition basis, to find the half dozen that
you think are going to be above the bar. And
then, in so far as the titles for which you’re
going to put minimum guarantees down, you’re
going to have to find producers who are very,
very skilled at patching together the absolute
maximum of broadcast pre licenses which are
very, very hard to get but can still be gotten
from the home territory - Canada or Australia or
wherever - for product that fits the particular
nationality content, coupled with the most
legalized incentive set-ups and adding up all the
soft options involved. 

As an example, with The Risen, which
we launched at MIPTV, apart from
federal Canadian tax credit and

Saskatchewan tax credit, producer Gale Tilson
(from Saskatchewan, Western Canada) pulled in
additional soft money support funding dollars
with packages of funding dollars out of the
province, and a combination, three-pay
television presale, to TNN, Movie Central, and
Super Ecran. Having stitched together those

high dollars, the film premiered in Canada as a
primetime TV movie. The combination of all of
those elements enabled Tilson to live with a
minimum guarantee for much lower than we
would have given three years ago. It’s the first
Canadian film we’ve ever been involved in that
has that much soft contribution. 

On top of that, timing is an issue now. It’s
not just selling movies or licensing the
movies. It’s also a question of the time

it takes for the distributors and broadcaster to
schedule them and then ultimately to pay for
them. Historically, on MG pictures, in most
cases producers would need you to pay your
guarantee on delivery, or virtually synchronous
with delivery. That just doesn’t work anymore
with the cash flow of the market, so we’ve had
to invent deals where perhaps we’ve stretched
the cash flow of the minimum guarantee out 12-
18 months after delivery or longer, synchronous
with the film’s actual cash flow. That of course
throws an additional burden on the producer
because interest is running, so again additional
subsidies, soft monies, or banking facilities that
aren’t hard commercial have to be arranged
where perhaps a combination of lending and
equity pulls the interest right down or virtually
eliminates it. Those are the constraints we’re
having to deal with at the moment, the new

environment that we’ve had to react to. In the
short term, the rise of DVD internationally has
been a security blanket for companies that have
libraries. For IFM, that includes both the titles
it’s acquired since it started, plus my own
productions where rights have progressively
been reverting back since the mid-90’s. And
those titles we have licensed in the A, B and C
European territories plus others as DVD has
moved out into those territories. And we’ve
been able to work with companies that have
been able to get those titles into the marketplace
faster. Warner’s and to a lesser extent, Universal
and Disney and MGM in the US are way out
there already in DVD. 

But in the foreign market, though they
have aggressively embraced DVD, they
are not able to get their titles out as fast

into the foreign marketplace as an independent
distributor on the ground. A year and a half ago,
some of the far-sighted independent DVD
publishers were getting DVD’s out, so that’s
given IFM, and I believe, a number of other
smaller companies with libraries, a parachute.
For the future, we’re all going to have to accept
the fact that there are structural elements of the
business that are out of alignment. How to get
them back in alignment is the question. The big
mergers at the multi-major level simply haven’t
worked. For a variety of reasons, they’re being
progressively unraveled or disentangled. None
of the big attempts by the pan-Europeans -
whether it’s Studio Canal or PolyGram or some
of the others and to a lesser degree, with three
territory European acquisitions, etc. - none of
those have worked for a variety of reasons,
partly economic problems, partly greed, and
partly ego which in a weird way has probably
created an oversupply of buyers. Over the last
six to seven months or a year, there have been
many collapses. Even so, the number of
speciality distributors, that have sprung up over
the last 12-18 months in, for example a territory
like Australia, make it hard to think that the
market can really sustain that number of people. 

The majors have gone back and forth
through split rights and non-split rights
over the 30 years we’ve been the

business. At the broadcast level, what are we
going to see there? I don’t see a great deal of
encouragement for the sort of product we’re
involved in other than with the free to air
broadcasters. I think, if anything, local content
and local demand supplemented by reality
programming will take pole position. Pay is
always there and pay continues to bounce in and
out, but it pays so little. Video on demand may
come into Europe in time. I think no one has yet
really figured out the difference particularly
between pay-per-view and video on demand,

and pay-per-view in the States has largely been
a failed experiment except perhaps for some sex
catalogs and the occasional sports event.
Perhaps the continuing electronic digital world
will make VOD, encryptically secure and at the
same time a viable economic possibility. I think
the entrepreneurial spirit that makes up artistic
endeavor ensures there will always be a place
for independent activity of one form or another.
In my view, there will never be enough
opportunity within large conglomerates for
choice and individuality to express itself in a
way that’s totally satisfying for other than the
mass market. 

The deeper issue is the extent to which the
entrepreneurial spirit can be parlayed
into an ongoing working business model.

We’ve got to find ways to do things more
efficiently. Look at all the ways we get the
product out. Look at the markets. Clearly there
are too many. Which are superfluous? If none

are totally superfluous, which are superfluous to
us? The bottom line boils down to the fact that
the entrepreneurial spirit of the independent is
more than a spirit. It’s also a skill. One acquires
wisdom with time. However it’s not just about
wisdom. Most of the difficult events that we’re
now facing in the film industry, in one form or
another, we’ve experienced before. We’ve
experienced most at least a couple of times. It
seems to be that almost in the same way the
stock market has its bull and bear cycles, so
does this industry, perhaps not necessarily quite
as connected. So those of us who’ve been
around a while have learned a few tricks.
Perhaps there are never enough tricks, but
certainly it’s helpful, and I think we have to
look at the past to understand the future. 

At IFM we have the positioned the
company so that everyone in the
company has a level of expertise in all

the disciplines necessary to acquire, distribute
and license the product. If, God forbid, one of
us fell out of a plane, we’d still roll on. Of
course there aren’t enough hours in a day, but
the technical knowledge base is there. What that
does is a little bit like if you’re under siege. You
can hang on a lot longer if you can dig your own
well and plant your own 
crops and survive.

SPECIAL FEATURE INDEPENDENT VIEWPOINT CANNES 2003 
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FIRST LOOK MEDIA, INC. is a multi-faceted media company with four operating divisions (Overseas
Filmgroup – the international sales operation; First Look Pictures – the U.S. theatrical releasing operation;
First Look Home Entertainment – the U.S. video and DVD distribution operation; and First Look Artists – the
TV commercial production and “branded content” operation). In 1993, the company announced the creation of
First Look Pictures to focus on the domestic distribution and marketing of independent films. LIZ
MACKIEWICZ is Senior Vice President – World Wide Sales with responsibilities including international
theatrical, video and television sales, oversight of legal and sales administration, customer servicing,
collections, and distribution reporting. 

At Overseas Film Group, in the last
few years, we’ve implemented
setting up our own theatrical and

video distribution arms in the US. That has given
us additional revenue streams, which has been
very helpful to us, and it has also supported the
films that we have worldwide rights on when
we’re selling internationally. We’re now
distributors as well, instead of just “sales agents.”
We need to be in the distribution business. It has

actually given us an advantage in the marketplace
by having our own distribution in the States. It’s
longevity and maintaining our relationships
through the years. We are currently doing business
with an exhibitor in a territory who’s now in the
DVD business in a major way. Because of good
experiences through the years and the principals of
the company – he has come to us. That’s a bonus
in this downturn. 

We’re still a fairly small medium-sized
company, and we can move quite
rapidly and respond accordingly to

the needs and changes of the marketplace. On
the product side, it’s much harder to do
presales. It’s still possible though, and because
of our expertise and our connections in Europe,
we’re doing a lot of European co-productions
and co-financing. Because of our relationships,
we also have the expertise in selling these kinds

of films. The current climate sees the
independents going through a lot of hoops. in
order to find decent product. I don’t know if
there is a single most important thing to get the
independent through this phase. The
relationships, the experience – it all counts. We
have a huge client base and that has helped us
enormously because we’re dealing with
theatrical, video buyers, and of course,
television distributors and broadcasters. 

We are constantly selling. It’s
interesting how the relationships
with different entities are changing,

but we’re still doing business with the same

people. Even though there are some new
players, we are still dealing with a core group.
We go to all the markets. We travel. And we try
to be aware of what our clients want. At the
moment, a good genre title will always sell. A
good art house film will always sell as long as
it has good festival exposure. That’s become
more critical these days with those kinds of
films. We’re attending many of the key festivals
and that’s really important. We maintain
relationships with good producers. It’s a matter
of being aware of what’s going on. We’re now
increasing our sales team at a time when other
companies are contracting. One of the key
functions at this time is to get the product out
there at all times. We have to be very persistent.
We have a big catalogue of over 300 titles,
which we have to keep pushing. via emails and
our website, and at the markets. 

Liz Mackiewicz
Overseas Filmgroup
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pushing one angle or another
somewhere, finding different 
ways to make it work better

for the company
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The Ability To Find Creative
Resources For The Product

Q U E S T I O N

The independent film industry is in its own particular crisis, brought about by a number of historical and current
global factors. As an individual in the industry for more than 15 years, What is your insight in to the situation,
and how is your company coping within the crisis, and what are the steps you are taking or have taken, and how

do you see your company continually moving forward, given the negativity, promulgated by some that the independent
business is dying or dead.

Donatella Finoccchiaro stars as Angela in Roberta Torre's Angela, a First Look Pictures' release.
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This has certainly been one of our
strengths as well as having a diverse slate
of films. Everyday you have to be

pushing one angle or another somewhere,
finding different ways to make it work better for
the company. We are in dialogue with
broadcasters, looking at their scheduling and
programming. They have always created
themes, but now they’re finding that’s even
more key to the market position in their
territory. Niche programming. They tie it in
with whatever is happening in the news, or if
they have an event or a documentary, they’ll tie
it in with the movie. Even though it seems to be
even harder work right now, it’s a challenge that
offers opportunities.

This business, it’s still stron . People still
need entertainment. There’s still a very
healthy theatrical business, as long as

you have the right film. And if you’re
promoting it the right way, it doesn’t have to be
a mainstream film. As long as you have good
marketing hooks, it can get the exposure and
work well across all the media. We’re finding in
a number of territories that video distributors
are teaming up with theatrical distributors to get
some theatrical exposure for certain films that
will help their video/DVD sales, and
broadcasters are starting to cross-market on
different platforms

In certain territories, I’m doing split rights
deals instead of all rights deals. It’s being
creative in the way of doing business. If one

distances oneself and looks at the overall
picture of what’s going on, it’s still a really good
business. You have to be more selective in what
kinds of films you choose. We don’t get
involved in series or reality programming. But
we’re looking to buy that kind of programming
for our domestic video division for sell-through,
because that is proving to be very successful in
the marketplace.

The ability to find these creative resources
for product comes from the fact that
Overseas has been in the business a long

time, so we can use those value judgments.
Also, because we do deals with a plethora of
different kinds of buyers, we’re able to find
links and synergies. I believe companies can no
longer be in just the video business or only the
television business.There’s a lot of shift in the
marketplace, and the ability to shift with the
marketplace is the knowledge base that
becomes valuable in times such as this when the
business climate is particularly tough. 
We know this business is cyclical and
innovative doers will always succeed.

SPECIAL FEATURE INDEPENDENT VIEWPOINT CANNES 2003 

Goran Visnjic as Dr. Michael Strother in Nick Willing's Hypnotic, a First Look Pictures' release

we’re able to find links & synergies

Vlastimil Brodsky as Fanda in Vladimír Michálek's Autumn Spring, First Look Pictures' release.
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Cannes 2003. The Dream Catcher is on
a financial journey seeking new answers
to old problems. We contemplate the

insights of the modern day Dream Catcher
who seeks to explore ‘the production mission’
through redefining the weave of international
co-production deal making. The weaves of film
finance technique and practice applicable to the
science of structured financial engineering that
are required to master the terrains of new co-
production possibilities are as daunting as they
are exciting.
Our conceptual path begins by exploring the
inner world thought processes of The Dream
Catcher. We then move across the landscape of
financial engineering to examine the terrain of
deal making through the eyes of The Dream
Catcher’s alter ego. 

The Deal Maker is that alter ego whose
presence will appear from time to time in future
issues of The Business of Film. The Deal
Maker persona will probe, demonstrate, and
illustrate by factual example the thinking
needed to survive in 2003.

Our journey through the rugged terrain of
international co-production financing of
filmed entertainment product will

reveal what is possible and how to make the
latest plays.
This basic journey though the hallways of
international co-production deal making is
designed for producers at all levels of the film
game who seek access to soft money in a hostile
market. The good news is that opportunity
abounds. The key to addressing such
opportunity is knowledge and skill applied to

the facts. The business and finance issues
concerning international co-production are by
definition highly complex. It’s an old adage that
everyone assumes everyone knows everything
and, worse, that often information everyone
relies upon is not the operative reality. 

Aside from the base knowledge needed to
traverse the terrain of this complex
business landscape, experience or the

access to good experience is paramount. We
will deliberately make the same fundamental
points a number of times in a number of ways to
establish the importance of the issues. For the
independent film producer the co-production
path is possibly the only defense to the global
reach of the massive corporate power and
market dominance of the studios. In 2003, new
possibilities flowing from international co-

Italy – The new Tax Incentives deal currently in the works is aimed at films north of $US25m.

The Dream Catcher
Goes Back To Basic 

To Re-Define The Weaves
Of Co-Production 

Deal Making!
For Cannes 2003, The Business Of Film is
introducing “The Deal Maker,” the alter ego
of every established and budding producer
whether funded by vast resources or merely an
American Express card. 
In the last few years “Financing in the Film
Business” has become the buzz phrase at
various festivals and markets where organized
Finance Seminars pull in the The Dream
Catcher. The world of film financing is
complex and, by nature, requires a yin-yang
vision to not only fully comprehend the
financial position but also utilize it to its best
advantage. 
We are not suggesting that we have all the
answers. No one does. But we are strongly
advising that within this feature lies a wealth of
information that can truly be accessed once
you possess both the Yin and the Yang. 
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production generated tax driven structured
financing combined with the residual power of
gap equity and pre sales exist. Under such co-
production models, market control moves back
to the deal participants being less subject to the
whim of a handful of market dominant major
players with an all too pervasive global reach.
As you will see suggested through The Deal
Maker conceptualization, our solutions make
each double or triple dip co- production treaty

nation a key focus. Not only for incentive
shopping but just as importantly for production
and marketing activities that create substantive
economic cross flow benefits. The ability to use
local incentives to create strong filmed
entertainment products that sell in one or two
key markets jointly and dramatically changes
the potential for many independent films
currently deal-trapped in a wasteland of
economic wilderness due to an inability to find
the relief of acceptance in viable multiple
international markets. 
The savvy and the smart among the
independents will take the opportunity to
regroup and create economically feasible
products using these new co-production
opportunities in many countries under many
different deal models. The known and reliable
such as the United Kingdom, Canada and other
EU havens. As well as new comers such as Ice
Land, Fiji, New Mexico, Australia and New
Zealand who can collectively harness the power
of multiple market potentials that now exist in a
global business place. 

TAKE ONE: 
THE MIND OF

A DREAM CATCHER

The Dream Catcher is our own descriptive
reference to any would-be independent
film producer seeking to obtain film

finance. The battle as always is to decipher the
allure of form from the reality of true substance
in an environment where illusion is as essential
to the game off-screen as it is on.The real deal
making talent of any Dream Catcher lies in the
illusionist like ability of those who play the
movie game at the highest level.
Like all great illusionists the key lies in the
ability of a Dream Catcher about to be turned
Deal Maker to clearly see and define what is the
reality of every deal component. Reality is often
the first casualty in the high-speed twists and
turns of fast talk and quick wits that represent
the ebb and flow of the daily life of an
independent producer.

In a stranger than fiction world, some take pride
and feel no shame or culpability in telling all
who will listen that they run five  budgets
through five sets of books: one for the union,
one for the bank, one for the director, one for
the other participants/partners/ investors, and,
almost as an after thought, one that is real for
themselves. 
To be a player in 2003, the film game requires
one to have a handle on what is real and what is
substantively possible. Sounds good, sounds
even easy, but it is far from either, and the first
part of our journey covers just how one
determines and calculates such increasingly
elusive variables. 
Determining the reality of one’s own film
finance problems should be a self-evident first
step to finding the answers to one’s deal making
woes. Yet, even in the best of ‘film
productions,’ we find a lack of comprehension
of what is substantive and why the nature of that
reality determines the outcome from the get-go.  

The Reality of the Vanilla World 

As Christopher Robin once said, “You got
to start somewhere so let us start at the
beginning.” The following should be

stapled to every Dream Catcher’s Things to Do
List.
1. Films can and should only ever be made if
what they cost is below what their prospective
value as “filmed entertainment product” is
likely to be.

2. Mastery of this obvious statement is the key
to financial success in this business, and nothing
can ever compensate for an inability to
comprehend what this fundamentally means. 
These concepts hinge on two distinct film

business abilities. First: the ability to know
what a specific filmed entertainment product
really costs in the context of its target markets.
Second: the ability to accurately define market
value and likely acceptance in target markets
through proper appreciation of how to utilize
sufficient marketing resources and appropriate
distribution channels to create value.Many
would-be Dream Catchers live in denial of the
real cost and real value of the filmed
entertainment product which they are aiming to
produce. Whether a film is small, medium or
large in budget is not in anyway determinative
of the nature and size of its film finance
problems or the possibilities. ‘Film now and
hope later’ is still a reflective vision of an
industry culture of optimism built on the house
of other people’s money. A realistic production
budget reflective of all exchange-related costs
and benefits of any locale or of multiple co-
production destinations in issue is a good
starting point in a global market environment. 
Proper accounting for all finance and marketing
costs needs to be added to all production
budgets. 
The number one mistake in film finance
strategy lies in a lack of knowledge leading to
the miscalculation of finance and marketing
costs. In short the total costs of:

Production Cost + Interest + Marketing
P&A = Total Cost

Any film finance proposal that lives in denial of
Total Cost by leaving funding sources for end
costs to a future time, or by under estimating the
extent and likelihood of marketing costs
actually being met in the market place, is
doomed from day one. The thousands of small
independent films made with disregard of this

market control moves 
back to the deal participants

Australia – The best example of a pure activity based credit program.
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fundamental lie in the can, but not in Cannes,
and will never see a meaningful release. In the
calculation of interest and finance cost the
under-estimation of time and the value of
money that can be raised are yet other major
film finance errors. Leaving many would-be
Dream Catchers short of cash and filming on a
‘hope’ and ‘promise’ sees either their film
starved of money and/or the participants paid
when or if cash comes in.
In film business illusion, artful disguise of the
true cost of a project even from oneself is
common play. We counsel all who deal to
accurately detail the total cost of their projects
and, in a global market, to spend the time to
accurately price competing costing structures
before moving in any particular direction.
Equally important to the divination of value is
the accuracy of market value assessment.
Despite the inherent uncertainty of revenue due
to the given unknown of future public
acceptance of any filmed entertainment
product, value assessment probability is a vital
analysis tool.

Critical to any lender, investor, or
producer participant’s appreciation of
market value is an accurate perception

of the filmed entertainment product in question.
Reality in such presentations is often hostage to
the heartfelt desire to believe a Dream Catchers
own self imposed vision of success. In the real
world, few Dream Catchers have objective
business experience. Most live in a world apart,

seemingly alone with just their calculators for
company.
Budget size, genre, talent, setting, language,
and natural target market size are statistically
determinative of likely results 99.9% of the
time. 
Example: A small five million dollar foreign
period film with a culturally significant local
story without international appeal, no name
talent, and made in English language but in a
non-American speaking accent with market
acceptance possibly only in the country of

origin and a few other niche markets has an all
too predictable revenue curve. In the hands of a
smart producer it can be highly profitable, but
only if it is made within the context of the
financial boundaries applicable. 
Equally open to question are assessments of
filmed entertainment product whose element
packaging relies upon talent TBA or that may
not mature when talent is critical, whether it’s a
presale or not. Further value assessments where
minimum P&A spends or alleged release
strategy is not contractually committed. Value
relative to cost is a real issue, and clear
statement of cost profiles measured against
properly assessed revenue probability relative
to target markets is a necessary precondition to
any film finance solution. 
Where there is an inherent distortion between
cost and value, or where value is yet to be
determined by talent or distribution finance-
release window commitment actually being
made, then any prospective film finance
solution will remain in abeyance and will have
little value until all such issues are resolved. 
In a Vanilla Deal, reality is obvious as all deal
elements are to the extent required attached
pending the addition of a financial solution to
fund the deal. Where preliminary deal pieces
such as critical talent and/or distribution aspects
remain floating, then the ability to move
forward remains problematic. 
The reality of this result comes from the impact
such absent pieces have on the value-to-cost
ratio of the deal overall. The art and craft of a
Dream Catcher turned Deal Maker comes in
being able to create an assemblage of these
critical elements, conditional on the resolution
of the over-all film finance package. An

appreciation of the game one is playing is also
critical to how one perceives reality. A
monopoly game where one has the money
covered from the beginning allows one to move
purely to contain costs and maximize market
penetration via predetermined release windows. 
In such a game, the later addition of co-finance
partners or co-production elements with related
equity and tax incentives merely represents the
best practical minimization of total cost. The
do- ability of the deal is not in question. Only
the methodology of execution remains in issue. 
Mostly, however, Dream Catchers play jigsaw
and do so with precious few deal pieces,
requiring of them considerable skill to put
together the remaining elements to make a deal. 
Now in 2003, just how to do this is a function of
bespoke tailoring done deal by deal. How one
plays the game depends on what tools and
experience are available.
We wrote in a past article on the development of
jigsaw and monopoly game approaches and,
specifically, on the nature of tax subsidies that
with tax shelters are newly available in the
global market. See the AFM 2003 Issue. 
These game approaches when combined with
the tools of co-production financing, gap equity,
and pre sales, together with appropriate release
finance strategy, make possible many new
solutions for many film finance problems. 

TAKE TWO:
THE INTERNATIONAL

CO PRODUCTION GAME 

The following portrait of the terrain in the
latest of International Co Production
landscapes contrasts by way of worked

example a number of different approaches to
film finance problem solving. The set-up and
interior thought process is not exhaustive and
has been designed to illustrate how to think
one’s way through the issues in this difficult
arena. The detail is highly complex and always
in a state of flux, needing the flexibility and
ability to think all details through thoroughly.

ON THE INSIDE LOOKING OUT

Now let us look from inside the mind of
the Dream Catcher where we delve
deep to find The Deal Maker – a

character chiseled from our own alter ego. 
The Deal Maker is the quintessential film
producer, one who has all the powers of illusion
that one would expect to find in a high profile
entertainment law firm in the City of Angels,
together with the optimism of a former studio
executive who has not come to terms with the
fact that he is no longer in power. 
The Deal Maker is assisted by the enthusiastic
undergraduate helper ‘Talk Back’ whose bright
mind is constrained by a refreshing degree of

New Mexico – offers multi layered 
incentive programs- a sales tax exemption - income

tax credit - soft loan program.

and a few other niche markets
has an all too predictable 

revenue curve
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naivety. Our journey finds The Deal Maker
and Talk Back deep in calculation in a new just-
off-Rodeo Drive serviced office contemplating
how to finance their latest dream, the phone bill,
and last month’s rent. 

SETTING THE SCENE

The Deal Maker knows the best way to solve a
problem is to be sure exactly what the problem
is in the first place. Nothing is real, and one can
never accept even the slightest presumption.
The price in the co-production game for
misconstruction of deal parameters, or of even
the most simplistic of facts, can be deadly.
Talk Back has, at The Deal Maker’s urging,
prepared a deal fact sheet, a waste of time in the
eyes of Talk Back but a life saver in the eyes of
The Deal Maker who has been burnt too many
times in the fires of life experience. This simple
tool has the ability to sink the deal finance if a
deal were to proceed upon a correctly formed
view but a manifestly incorrect factual premise. 
The Deal Maker’s terse scrutiny, and even
harsher words during interrogation of the
details, appears excessive and an over-attention
to detail. The Fact Sheet document and the
supportive due diligence material in
corroboration carry the power to cause all
involved financial loss and possible criminal
liability in more than one nation at a time. The
savvy independent producer cannot possibly
scrutinize this material enough.

TAKE THREE: 
OPERATING WITHIN THE

FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT

The fact sheet neatly in one place brings to
the fore all issues relevant to developing
a viable film finance model. The factual

landscape generated from this initial exercise is
what will become the financial operating
environment for The Deal Maker from day one. 
Each financial play that we consider in trying to
weave together alternate solutions will require
the development on a global basis of specific
information generated to answer the detail
questions for each combination of countries
and/or methods we contemplate. 
Of greater import is the level of factual support
to the answers given to the questions in each
fact summary. High evidential standards of
corroboration must be maintained in the due
diligence material that must now be attached.
Answers based on verbal or assumed
knowledge are not good enough.
Why is this so important? We have developed
one simple idea: to get the facts right and know
definitively what the real facts are. 
In this world of international co-production
correct appreciation of the smallest fact is vital.
What is the import of all this focus? Simple, a

DEAL FACT SHEET
Project
Genre:
Setting
Budget Above the Line -Below the Line
Sale Estimates Strong Markets- Distribution Path
Chain of title Copyright History 
Writer Nationality Residence
Director
Cast –Principals 
Support
Language Accents 
Producers
Co Producers

FILM FINANCE FACT SUMMARY SHEET

FUNDS OUT
Total Cost Production Interest P & A

Before Financing
Shadow: Double Dip Costs that double in two places at the same time,
qualifying for co-production status.

FUNDS IN
Financial Resources & Assistance Analysis
Pre Sales Gap Equity Co -Production Finance

FUNDS

Nature of Interest Country A County B

DEAL MAKER ADDED FACTORS CHECK LIST

Trade Off Assessment Analysis Offset v Tax Sub/ Shelters
Exchange Rate Impact Assessment Raw Costs before X
Local Business Taxes
Income Tax- Capital Gains Status of -Titular production entities.
On Screen Talent Tax Status Producer Tax Indemnity

Bifurcation- Trifurcation 
Off Screen Talent Tax Status Producer Tax Make up
Vat-GST- Retail Taxes Producer Tax Make up 
Double Tax Treaty Status for Co Production Use
Tax Haven Status Gray List  Black List   
Co Production Treaty
Related Tax Breaks for Investment Double Dip- Triple Dip
Tax Subsidies/Tax Shelter Equity Activity – Status Based    
Net tax Gain after Trade Offs 
As in Trade Off Assessment
SAG Rate Status Rate Residuals
Local Union Status
Foreign Talent Visa Status
Foreign Producer Status

PRODUCER: LAST LOOK CHECK LIST
Completion Bond Status
Short Fall Insurance/Guarantee Money for credit enhancement
Government Film Investment Programs
Government Cost Reduction Programs
Non Film Industry Programs CGI-New Business etc
Export Market Development Finance Assistance
Banking Status On Shore- Film Industry Programs.
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tiny mistake can cost millions and wreck the
film as well as your life because success in this
world turns on a dime. In this alter universe
traditional operating postures will not protect
the independent producer in fact they are the
very aspects that will kill the deal making.It
cannot be emphasized enough that correctness
of the smallest facts and one’s ability to prove
them to the standard required in a court of law
is mandatory. Especially the easy questions on
page one, those that appear innocent enough at
first glance. Genre? Setting? Copyright
History? What is the nationality and place of
residence of the director, writer, producer, and
on screen talent? What is the source of money
of each co-production participant?

In the world of international co-production
everything may seem straight forward
enough, but you cannot afford to get the

answers wrong or be wrongly informed by
others, as the result can be disastrous. Many
national tax subsidy and shelter programs that
may be unlocked by use of a co-production deal
require activity and/or status based
requirements to be met as part of their
qualification criteria. Fudging the answer by
deliberation or innocent misconstruction can
bring down a co-production deal and cost
millions as well as potentially one’s liberty.
Some programs are genre specific entailing
compliance with cultural requirements as to
theme and setting; others require and control the
source of material in relation to the copyright
history of the subject matter by tying it to
nationals and or residents of the particular
jurisdiction. 

To meet various treaty and program
requirements requires a balancing act
based on different deal elements supplied

by the respective co-production participants.
Independence in funding sourcing as well as the
national origin of various elements such as
those of director, writer, principal talent, etc all
count, and the tight rope walk of compliance
requires of any would-be player that the facts
are absolutely correct. This means not just
acceptance of statement of nationality and
residence but notarized copies of birth
certificates and entry documents to support
residency assertions made to authorities.
Definitive proof of chain of title is required
including all sources of writing and the history
of any other collaborations that have gone into
creating screenplay copyright.
We cannot say it enough: get the facts and get
them right. Even if they don’t fit the deal plan or
related qualification criteria, all is not lost if we
know what we are ‘truly’ working with.
Many national film programs make provision
for waivers to be given in circumstances where
the factual situation does not fit hand-in-glove
with all the program criteria. The degree of this
potential largesse should not be over estimated,
but it is possible where full and frank disclosure
of relevant factual matters has been made from
inception to create some ‘wiggle’ room. 
Alternately the ‘wizardry’ of international co-
production technique provides a number of
windows and methods by which inherent
defects can remedied by the reapplication of
knowledge. Often a swift addition of another or
more appropriate co-production element or
structure will allow things that formerly would

not have been possible to be become doable. 
However this activity is only possible before,
rather than after, the event because no amount
of ‘wizardry’ can eliminate any built-in defects
not recognized initially.
By way of illustration, two recent true
anecdotes show what can go wrong. 

ACT ONE: 

A studio had come to a foreign land to shoot a
major feature lured by the self-serving
statements of those they hired on shore
regarding the slam dunk qualification the
project would garner for creation of a
distribution orientated tax shelter. 
Production commenced, money was raised and
placed into escrow by a major corporate
investor awaiting completion of the film with
the ‘blessing’ of a positive tax ruling. 
The production scope moved outside the
bounds of the initial indicative subject matter
and the basis for approval under the relevant
program qualification criteria. 
All too predictably came the shock for all living
in ‘denial’ when the ruling did not go favorably
and the studio faced an unexpected $20 m US
bill from the failure of the tax shelter. The
failure could not be rectified once the film had
been shot because non-compliance with
program criteria was terminal. What did the
studio do wrong? Nothing, the rule by
committee was very careful to a fault. The error
lay elsewhere in a failure to realize that self-
serving advice bereft of the benefit of a larger
global picture unnecessarily took non-
compliance risk to unsustainable levels. 
What was unfortunate was that the defect could
have been restored by the addition of an
appropriate co-production element. Such a
move would have allowed all they wanted to
happen. Such are the possibilities that can be
weaved under the banner of co-production
treaty compliance but only if the problem is
seen and fixed at the start. Great care must be
taken to appreciate all the problems and all the
options from the beginning. The studio after
much public attempt to use political pressure
left the country no wiser vowing not to return.
The studio misguidedly still blamed the system
after further missives by the same people who
caused the problem initially. 
This leads to our second story - same studio still
no wiser.

ACT TWO: 

The recent case of a very well known producer
who came to town with Hollywood bucks to
burn. A man of much experience and
considerable business clout, he and his team
came to jurisdiction shop. They were on a
global hunt for the best deal. 

Canada – Offers two major Federal Programs & a plethora of State based Incentives
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The team left after initially deciding to
commence shooting because they were
incorrectly advised and chose what they thought
was a better deal in another country. The play –
a pure monopoly one – wished to use studio
money. One sentence could have saved fifteen
million dollars on this film, enough to finance
three independent movies. The break-even at
the top now extends well past this number and
left only our gross-pointed producer not
disappointed. 
The other participants by comparison are likely
never to see a dollar from their participations.
Such is the nature of these mistakes. 
What did they do wrong? Well, conscious of the
past picture’s fate in our first story, ‘the people
involved’ went through a lot of research. This is
good, but only to a point. The research consisted
of talk and not reading or thinking themselves
through what they were told in the context of a
disciplined approach as required in our simple
but trusty fact sheet. 
So there you have it. Damned once for over-
playing a hand, and damned the second time for
under-playing it. The core mistake lay in not

following through a detailed thoughtful
approach and instead placing faith in an
infallibility of rule by committee. 
While compliance with the simple nature of
program criteria appears complex enough,
another level of complications exists which is
not as easy to dispel. 
The film finance portion of our summary sheet
illustrates the complexity of correctly choosing
and applying the appropriate co-production
play. All tax subsidies and tax shelter benefits
come at a price. The price is often hidden,
waiting silently in another arena. 
Issues relating to union rates for international
productions, visa application restrictions for
foreign talent, local income or other taxes that
impact on-or-off-screen talent either through tax
indemnities or tax make up agreements – all are
potential time minefields that have to be
accounted for in initial fact assessment
deliberations. The ability of foreign producers
to operate and the nature of related commercial
restrictions can have a wide impact. 
So each choice must be fully detailed in relation
to the costs and benefits of what is being
offered. The complex nature of this can be
gleaned by a quick scan of the information that
we routinely seek: probative due diligence in
the fact summary. Another word to the wise
concerns the conduct of film bodies generally

and the misconstruction that ingénue players
can take from their keen assistance. The film
bodies in most countries know a lot about film
work and can be very helpful. Generally,
however, they do not know much about their
nation’s legal system or its implications other
than what they have been told. Such bodies, to
the chagrin of many new would be international
co-production players, have no power in areas
of tax, duty, and commercial legal compliance.
In fact, disparate bodies such as local tax offices

could care less about the film business and often
work against the good will generated by their
nation’s film board. 
One must therefore walk a very fine line
between full and frank disclosure for the
purposes of Co-Production Treaty and Local
Film Industry Incentive Program qualification
criteria compliance and the retention of
appropriate levels of commercial
confidentiality. Confidentiality concerning
other business matters is germane to the
business of film production cost containment. 
The matters relating to foreign union SAG
compliance are just one example in relation to
rates and residual liability calculation where
caution is never misplaced.

TAKE FOUR
THE ILLUSION VERUS THE
REALITY OF THE MONEY: 

While enjoying his last days in the heaven that
is studio life The Deal Maker fell in love with
a screenplay entitled “The Trickster”. A true
story, it concerns a CIA agent (the “Head of
Disguise” at the CIA) who goes to the UK to
help MI6 recruit the head spy for the KGB in
the UK. The story – a high stakes game of
“Catch me if you can” – revolves around this
man’s unique skills of deception and illusion
woven as part of his cover as a well known film
producer whose high voltage pictures are
legendary (hard to tell difference between the
cover and real life we admit). The studio passed
on the deal as it was too close to home. The
Deal Maker got his former employer’s consent
to him moving personally optioning “The
Trickster” through a UK based production
entity he had left over from a former
reincarnation. The writer, a long time UK
citizen and national, was able to give an
unblemished chain of title free of past options
and past claims arising from unacknowledged
contributions.
The initial budget for a Hollywood full union
SAG shoot was $30m US split 60/40 in favor of
the below line. This being possible due to an A-
list US star and an equal UK luminary agreeing
to do the picture for reduced fees in lieu of
participation interests and a misguided desire to
attain producer status. The Deal Maker has
obtained interest from his best friend, a top-five

the retention of appropriate 
levels of commercial 

confidentiality

the ability of foreign producers 
to operate and the nature of related

commercial restrictions can 
have a wide impact.

France - Good Benefits in the French-Canadian Co-production Treaty. 
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director who is also a UK citizen and resident
but whose agent (concerned for his commission
prospects) does not much care for the deal and
is tenaciously demanding full pay-or-play status
for his client. 
The film, if shot at full rate as a studio picture,
would cost over $60 m US. The Deal Maker
seeks a minimum US release over 2,500 screens
with a back-up of at least $20m in P&A as a war
chest to market the film. The expressed intent
being that such a Domestic Theatrical Release
window will feed sales values downstream
through all rights and territories.

Total Cost = $30m Production + $4m
Interest+ $20m P&A=$54M

The additional market related elements give
some more ‘deal chips’ to play with.
A friend who left the studio at the same time
was demoted upward to become the “VP of
Foreign Distribution” at a rival studio.
A UK producer with a three picture, three year
annual output deal with a major has expressed
interest and may be a credible co-finance co-
production participant.

Yet another former colleague has a new
wave distribution company that
supplies bank financed P& A at a fee

secured over the waterfall of all US rights. This
arrangement contemplates that a producer in
receipt of it then rent a distributor at a reduced
fee due to the self provision of the P&A money.
The Deal Maker feels he may be able to get his
former employer to front the P&A, plus do a
domestic presale at some level against the
security of US domestic all rights underpinned
by limited cross collateralization of a number of

key foreign territories. This is in a policy
climate where all studios prefer to wait and see,
then cherry pick the best before making such
commitments. A policy The Deal Maker
perversely pioneered while at the studio. 
Local industry chatter reveals that he could sell
off 35%-45% of foreign and still retain foreign
rights of potentially equal value for sale later in

the production cycle if he can find a viable US
Theatrical release commitment at the level
envisaged. This would leave after initial split
right foreign sales and post P&A recapture the
value of US domestic all rights plus unsold
foreign to  play with. The totals of estimated
sales value reveals that on a complete sell-off
collectively that there is sufficient value to
cover production cost plus interest.

TAKE FIVE:
CAN THE TRUTH SET

THEM FREE?

The real nature of the finance problem can
now be seen in its entirety. Our intrepid
duo must find sufficient resources to

cover $54m US to make and market this film.
To the untrained eye, the project looks quite
feasible. To those of us with knowledge, no

way. We will see just how far our illusionists
have to go to make both ends meet in the
middle. Why? Well, $54m US is not pocket
change, albeit inclusive of a budget that
represents value for money being way under the
average negative cost of a studio picture. 
Personally, we fear they may not be able to pay
the phone bill to make the calls to put it all
together. Shades of “Bow Finger” come to
mind.
Further, the initial hurdles that must be
negotiated are critical to the deal moving
toward a green light status. Pay-or-play
commitment to lock down the director,
principal talent, and pay the writer for ongoing
script development must happen yesterday.
Further, the ability to lock a US domestic
distribution deal with significant commitment
for P& A and wide form release pattern is
equally critical. If not possible, then any other
deal making for presales contingent on such
levels of US release will fall to the ground. 
So a catch twenty-two exists here as it does for
all independent film makers without the
financial clout to create the illusion of a “sign
on” before a “sign off” in the eyes of all those
who care. You need to “show me the money”
before “I give you the money” and “if you can’t,
then there is no money.” The money trap as
always allows the majors to stay at the top of the

industry financial food chain.
Now our team needs to juggle all the element
potentials to see if they can pull the deal across
the line. What follows is a number of ways via
the use of international co-production
methodology with which that they may be able
to find the terrain to “the money”. 
What follows shows the elaborate nature of the
various game plays that are possible in a global
marketplace in 2003.

MAKING 
A CO-PRODUCTION WORK
THE SIZE OF THE BUDGET

IS IRREVELENT. 

Before we start. What does funding a pristine
almost-studio-driven film have in terms of
relevance to an independent producer with more
modest goals in mind? How does what we see
here apply to films in more modest budget
ranges? We chose this example to illustrate a
fundamental idea. 
Net Budget Delta - Being the net difference
between financial resources and financial
needs.

there is sufficient value 
to cover production cost

plus interest.

Germany –Will the various forms of Media Funds die out completely in 2004?

to see if they can pull the 
deal across the line
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It is the “net budget delta” that must be bridged
after deduction of all outside finance sources
that is determinative. In this case, a $54m film
green light turns not on this number but on a
more modest number between $5m-$7m. This
net delta could be the same target as that for a
small film with no resources. The issue then is
that it is the net delta relative of a project
relative to the financial picture in play that is
important.

SCRUTINISING 
THE NUMBERS IN PLAY

The following selection of alternate film
finance solutions based on International
Co-Production driven models illustrates

what is possible. The thinking involved reveals
exactly how malleable the deal making must
become to succeed. 
The examples given are and have been designed
to illustrate only. 
They by deliberate design are self-limiting and
not to be used as answers to anybody’s specific
deal problems. At best, they show how quick
thinking and appropriate use of skill can solve
the seemingly irresolvable.

So what do we have to play with? The Deal
Maker knows that the more of the cake he
can hang on to for as long as possible, the

more valuable each remaining piece becomes.
The reality of the current market place is that
the only way to be left with anything
worthwhile is if in one’s core financing one can
adopt one of distinct two paths. 
A given is that no one today – even if they
wanted to – could sell all the foreign rights and
end up with up the 65% projected. The foreign
is worth this number only if you can sell a bit
and retain a bit till the end of the production
cycle. 
Another is that you want to cover the gap equity
by at least 20% and preferably more to have a
chance at raising it. Naked risk third party
money i.e. last money or what we call “bottom
money” also needs to be covered in a similar
fashion. This means that The Deal Maker has
one of two choices – A or B.

A: Sell of part of the Foreign for 35% and find

a gap equity player for 20% covered by the

unsold foreign rights (equal to 30%) plus the

free unattached (45%) from US Domestic all
rights after the P& A in first position. 
This means that lender gap equity of 20% is
covered by (30% foreign unsold + 45%
domestic unsold =) 75% value of NC. 20% (gap
equity) means approx 3.5 times(350%) value
coverage of the gap equity. 
Bottom Money of 25% ranked below the gap
coming from any third party equity then has the

following coverage profile. 75%- 20% gap
equity = 55% (left to cover next money down
the risk curve): 25% by 2.2 times or 220%.
In summary, by selling presale foreign rights
equal to 35% + obtaining gap equity of 20% =
we have obtained 55% of our budget NC + I%
plus 100% of P&A. 
Leaving us to find 45% of NC+ I% with the
potential to cover real risk equity (bottom
money) from another 25% bottom money
investor who could be covered 220% on
existing estimates but still leaving us 20% of
NC+ I% short of our finance target.
B: Sell US Domestic all rights which will on
up-front sale not yield 45% but a reduced 35%
with 100% P&A commitment if we can do it in
the current market environment in the US. The
gap equity of twenty percent now covered by
foreign is now worth 75% due to holding all of
it back but subject to say a 10% cross
collateralization provision to underwrite US
Domestic in a tough market. 
Leaves us best case with a position identical to
path A, but – worse case – after a priority
deduction of a 10% cross collateralization for
non-recapture of P &A with 65% to cover gap
equity of 20% now 3.25 times (325%) covered
and third party bottom money equity of 25%
now 65%-20% gap equity= 45% (left to cover
bottom money) or 1.75 (175%) times covered
on existing sales estimates.
In summary a US Domestic sale of all rights for
35% plus P&A cross collateralized to 10%
leaves us with 65% foreign to cover our gap
equity at 20%-3.25 times plus some third party
“bottom money” equity of 25% or 1.75 times
(175%) and leaves us still 20% of NC+ I% short
of our finance target.

We can now see that – with a shoot
outside the US non-SAG and after
exchange rate savings and other

trade-off assessment cost reductions, we will
save $4m US or an amount equal to interest.
Then we are looking to cover only $30m US via
our co pro activities outside the US. Assuming
we cover through presales and gap equity 55%,
then our “net delta” initial target is 45% or
$13.5m if we can – through an international co
production play – cover 20% ($6m) from tax

subsidies then the net delta is 25% (7.5m)- left
to be covered by genuinely “at risk” bottom
money which neatly brings us to our mission.
Did you miss the magic? In the A & B terrain,
the real emphasis was on the uncovered final
delta we are short of, i.e. the last 20 % of the
45% because we assumed we could after the
gap equity also find 25% in genuine at risk
“bottom money” equity as a given. 
If we cover the % we are left with by using free
money, then the only problem is the 25%
genuine risk equity or $7.5m on a film that costs
$54m. This is not such a big deal but still a long
way short. 

The lender gap equity ranks ahead of the bottom
investor/co- production participant money
equity, and it is really the bottom money portion
that we must find. Today after gap equity and
free money, it is the net delta that is left after
these sources that is the bottom money and it is
what we must package to have a deal. In short,
the real hard money here (by the way it is all
hard) is this portion. The contributions from
free money sources only help define the source
of the true film finance problem. The problem is
who under the pyramid of money is last in and
most at risk of real loss. The element most
needed is often the one that is the most
disguised by those who seek to weave their
magic on the unsuspecting and unknowing. So
budget size is not the issue, dollar budgets give
no hint of the real size of the finance problems
or the real risks in play.  
In fact many smaller budget films with fewer
viable elements at the $10m level can only
cover 40% in finance contributions to negative
cost. 
Such projects face the same dollar for dollar
exposure for what is essentially a “high risk”
product that may never see the light of day.
Hence our commentary that dollar quantum
while important is in no way indicative of the
real risks involved.
The Deal Maker would not be himself if he did
not try to ring just one more ounce out of what
may be possible. A variation on path A is to add
the gloss of private P&A money and to rent a
distributor. 
This works if it happens in several ways. Firstly
and most importantly, it shortcuts the studio
dance that will hold up everything if it does
mature. Secondly, the outside P&A does not
require any cross collateralization of the
foreign, leaving more value on the table for all.
Thirdly, the net of P&A interest and reduced

naked risk third party money

Summary Film Finance Sources 
as percentage of NC + I%

1. Pre Sales of Rights 35 %
2. Gap Equity 20 %
3. Bottom Money Equity 25 %
4. Free Money (tax sub/shltr) 20 %

100 %

Financial Fact Summary

US Shoot Negative Cost $30m + Int%$4m = $34m
Marketing Cost of P&A= $20m
Total Cost $54m
Deal Elements: Expressed as percentages of NC+ I%
Pre Sales Foreign;
Up Front 35% of NC+ I%
Over Production Path 30% of NC+ I%
Pre Sales US Domestic 45% of NC+ I%
Total Estimated Sale Value 110% of NC+ I%
Gap Equity 20% of NC+ I%
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film rental cost leaves a bigger net bottom line
and makes pinning ones hopes on US domestic
rights more worthwhile. The only hitch is
whether the guy offering the P&A can deliver.
According to the trade press it is all a go but this
is never a helpful sign. The Deal Maker prefers
deals done to deals talked about.
Confused? We hope not. We are about to show
and illustrate just how valuable these new tools
are in getting films like this toward the nirvana
of a green light.

Finally, a replay about “bottom money” in
international co-production deal plays.
This new game unlocks money for

nothing from a combination of tax incentive
subsidies and or tax shelters, but its value lies
not just in the cash that pours in. The money is
helpful to be sure, but the real merit comes from
that fact that mostly the money has no price as
compared to the sell-down of rights via a
presales strategy. 
In risk assessment analysis terms this money,
while it is often the first sure money penciled in
on The Deal Maker’s paper work, is in reality
the last money in the financial chain. If no
cornerstone finance from such sources ever
arrived, then the net delta would be, as per our
original model, 45% not 25%. 
The risk of the extra 20% (the free money- tax
subsidy/shelter) not being covered then would –
in the calculus of film revenue recapture
economics – be the real “bottom money”. In
such a case, the statistical risk of non-recovery
for this additional lost funding would be at its
highest point. 
Our past numerical experience of the business
tells us that it is this portion of the money that
always gets burned. To be sure, the next money
up the risk curve – the 25%” bottom money
(that the industry always contrives to be third

party money) – is still at risk, but we submit at
a far lower statistical risk of non-recovery than
is represented by the need to make whole a
greater 45% net delta in the event there was no
funding of 20% from free money sources. 
For every dollar that feeds back into any “net
budget delta” the statistical risk of a non-
recovery event rises. In reality if one considers
that for half this money to be recaptured only
12.5% of the total revenue recapture potential
available after pay out of truly covered gap
equity and bottom money is required. Say that

again. In short, recovery of half of this bottom
money where such money represents a 25%
interest ranked behind gap equity of 20% can be
comfortably achieved. Why? Because it is
covered in event of path 

A = 75%-20% gap = 55% to cover
2.5% or 4.4 times.

OR

B = 65%-20% gap = 45% to cover
12.5% or 3.8 times cover or 380%. 

This means that half recovery of bottom money
is assured by 4 times (400%) on average, if the
value of foreign right sales estimates is correct.
Better, as we will show next, the probability of
this happening is at worst 70% and is on
average 80%. (omit reds)
Just as importantly, the statistical likelihood of
this happening is higher because the minimum
target revenue needed to achieve this is by
definition more likely to happen. A lower level
of revenue is easier to attain than a higher level
of revenue. 

In case the above is confusing, here’s another
way of looking at it. 
In mathematical form, it is statistically more
probable that a film will earn back 20% of its
cost than 100%. So moving up the earn-back
curve, the probability of a non-recovery
increases. If you can be in first position entitled
to the first 20% of revenue earned back, then
statistically you have a high probability of
recovery and by definition a lower probability
of loss. So by moving all investors into better
positions on the risk curve by adding free
money to bottom place lowers the risk position
of all and increases the confidence level of
recapture assignable to each respective to each
position.

The confidence of probable earn back of
negative production cost reduces as the
percentage of budget increases as shown. By
definition the risk if you are a gap equity
investor entitled to the first 20% is very low and
the probability of a total earn back is at its
highest between 90% - 80%.

Further down the pecking order the next money
i.e. the bottom money the (25%), the average
probability confidence level of an earn back
becomes less likely. But still low risk – at 35%
recapture of negative cost (enough to cover the
gap equity + 12.5% or half of the bottom
money) the probability is 70%. 
The free money that takes the place of what
would normally be a greater portion of last risk
equity and whose position would in our model
lie between the 45%-65% level would be most
at risk with only an average probability
confidence level of 50%.
Contrast this with the gap equity top money
position and we see just who in a film deal takes
the real risk. 

THE FOUR WAY
FINANCE SOFT SHOE SCHUFFLE

The Deal Maker is now poised on a knife’s
edge sensing victory if only he can
weave all the loose strands of money

together. The initial net delta of 45% of negative
cost plus interest that needs to be funded can be
cut by a few swift moves to 25% or $7.5m
dollars. Then the money is just round the corner
in fact.
The focus of the deal making then is to add to
the values and deal elements potentially
available to best advantage. 
Four deal plays - four different deal profiles:

● Tent pole Titular International Co Production

● Phantom Runaway International 

Co Production

● Double Dip International Co Production

● Triple Dip Co International Co Production

fact that mostlythe money

has no price as compared 

to the sell-down of rights

Luxembourg – Non Residents can benefit 
via a co-production aga Resident company.

Risk Curve of Revenue Probability Confidence

Revenue Earned Probability Confidence
As a % of NC Levels of Event 

Happening

15% 90%
25% 80%
35% 70%
45% 60%
55% 50%
65% 40% 

adding free money 
to bottom place

a lower level of revenue is easier to
attain than a higher level of revenue
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Tent Pole Titular International 
Co Production. 

Given the initial fact summary, this play is the
first and last resort of a studio file, one who
knows even though he will be left with nothing
that a deal done is still better than one left in
limbo. Tent pole co-finance has become a
popular deal tool in a newly risk averse
corporate deal making environment and it is this
edge The Deal Maker seeks to hone. If can he
convince two major players to separately split
their respective risk positions by one taking the
US Domestic plus P & A and the other by taking
all the foreign, then every one wins. The
individual risk position of each player reduces
back down as the bottom money portion of each
of their investments relative to the profit
potential is very small. 

The foreign player can – like an
investment bank – hold rights to sell
down later in the game at a higher price

due to clout in output deal power. Such power
play will probably recover most of the money
up front while still leaving them with significant
participation. The US domestic player gets to
cover his position at virtually break even for P&
A + plus a low percentage of rentals.

Tent Pole deals are now more popular and
often done with existing output players
under umbrella arrangements such as

seen in the Warner Bros-Village Deal where by
prior agreement parties agree over a series of
deals to take out values in projects relative to
the known territory clout they can muster for
any picture in their own right.
The deal mathematics in a state of flux show the
real benefit of adding an international co-
production play.
First: Total Cost of $54 m goes down through
savings in internationalization of the deal by
$4m to $50m split $20m P&A and $30m NC+
I%. Already the bottom portion of the pie has
had $4m cut off the last money or what would
have been bottom money by 13% of the
production cost. Meanwhile this assistance does
not count as a source of money as the “net
budget delta” needing to be financed still
remains at 45% of a reduced total of $30m
NC+I%.

Next we introduce co-production deal
contributions that will cover 20% by
way of use by each player of an off

shore titular production entity to unlock the free
money. The plan is to ensure the film acquires
status as an English film production because of
the nationality of its core elements – namely
subject matter, story, writer, director, copy right
holder and all principal actors (bar one) all
being English, together with the titular
production company clone of the major being
based in that jurisdiction for purpose of legal
compliance. Normally, to qualify for British tax
shelter incentives – either production or

distribution orientated, the film would have to
then be shot in the UK. But this is not the case
where it is made under a co-production
agreement within the terms of a valid co-
production treaty. Such a treaty exists with
Australia, and so it is that an essentially English
film can be made in Australia and still qualify
for UK home bound tax shelter status. The other
major player through a titular production entity
in Australia needs simply to qualify for the new
Australian cash back tax subsidy of 12.5% of
the Australian film spend which must be within
that program’s qualification criteria. This is an
activity based criteria program requiring of a
film of this size that 70% of the production
budget must be spent in Australia. 

So there it is. The famous runaway
production company double dip whereby
some 80% of actual budget will be spent

in Australia and attract the 12.5 % production
cash back incentive contributing 10% free
money finances the picture without any
obligations to sell anything, pay back investors
etc. Then on completion of the film the UK
based entity will, through a sale and lease back
distribution orientated tax shelter, be able to
hand the producer another 10% being a tax
sharing arrangement with the investors in the
tax shelter of the savings they enjoy.

In summary, we have 10% from a production
deal down under and 10% from a
distribution tax shelter deal that sells no real

interests in the UK. The negative are shaking
their heads saying “But the treaty requires a
minimum 70/30 split and the numbers are based
on an 80/20 split.” Yes, but due to “shadowing”
some numbers count twice: the UK actors,
writers, directors and producers fees paid for
their time in Australia qualify under the
Australian tax subsidy for the 12.5%. The same
payment also counts again under the UK treaty
as expenditure by the UK co-production partner.
Further, in case of attack we would get a waiver
as an insurance policy. 

Co-production Treaty rules require a
minimum spend in each country to
ensure that each tax system gets some

benefit. Due to the increasing use of the UK tax
base for such double dip incentive plays, the
pressure is on to up the treaty minimum spend
requirements onshore. Otherwise the UK film
business and tax base does not enjoy anything
other some post-production work as well as
foreign employment of local talent offshore.
The recent move to a 40% level in the UK treaty
with Canada is a sign of this. 
In this case, significant second unit shooting
around London will be needed and this gives us
fuel in our tank to use in the area of treaty
compliance. Further, the relevant treaty requires
each co-production participant to be
independently financed and not to be under
common management or control. This can be a
problem in some cases. Here it is not, as the

parties are in substance distinct with different
interests. The only chink in their armor may lie
in the validity of the titular production entities
they use. So where are we? Well the deal now
looks much better than one would initially think
possible. The budget now has been further
reduced from $30m- 20%( free money) =
$6m by the co-pro to = $24m. 

What these numbers reveal is just how
much impact even a free twenty
percent budget kicker can have on

the deal making. Player A for little more than
half the P & A spend again gets all US rights for
a fraction of what it would cost if this had been
a studio picture. 
Player B is in great shape as it can down sell at
full or enhanced values certain rights and get
most of the money back if it wants to minimize
its risk position.
The Deal Maker can make a quick call to the
UK producer with a studio deal for the foreign
and his old home for domestic. In result he will
have an illusory back end, credit, and a fee that
really is not reflective of the values at stake.
This deal works because the common problem
of financing the delay in payment of the
Australian cash back subsidy and the need to
find investors to form the UK sale and lease
back distribution tax shelter a year out and
underwrite that end now is already wrapped in
the players commitment. These players are in
monopoly mode – the cash back can be funded
because they are good for the budget. They need
not to go through pre sale of multiple territories,
and finding gap equity is also wiped away.

Phantom Runaway International 
Co Production

This deal form like the last is essentially a
monopoly play but unlike the last play The
Deal Maker simplifies the arrangements that
are identical except, instead of two funding
partners whose financial risks are split, the sell
is to just one major studio alone. The sell is

CO PRODUCTION PARTICIPANT
INVESTMENT

PLAYER A
Investment Profile

US DOMESTIC ALL RIGHTS 35% $24m = $8.4m
Plus P&A

$20.0m 

= $28.4m 

PLAYER B
Investment Profile

FOREIGN ALL RIGHTS 65% $24M     = $15.6m

TOTAL INVESTMENT IN
NEGATIVE COST (INC I%)     $44.0m 
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deceptively simple. If this were a studio picture
average negative cost plus interest would run
$60m plus with $30m in P &A spin for an all up
cost of $90m. Now it costs half this. 
With runaway production budget savings of
$4m and tax subsidy/shelter contributions of
$6m the net cost of even this reduced budget is
$10m cheaper. The final cost of the film in
production is $24m inclusive of interest (after
free money) and $20m in P&A which brings it
in at a mere $44m. The appeal is simply that this
is a lot of film for less than half the cost inside

the system and, in terms of economic risk
impact assessment, less than half the financial
risk. In truth, as we all know, $46m less in
dollar terms is a reduction in bottom money
risk, and the statistical probability of revenue

recapture sufficient to feed this is now way
better than half what it would normally be. But
wait. There is more to the equation from the
The Deal Maker, and one would expect
nothing less.
The problem is that the co-production treaty
requires that all funding, central management
and control of each co-production participant
come independently from their own resources
and is not from the same source or under the
same management and control structure.
“Perfect,” thinks The Deal Maker, always one
to believe in doing things correctly especially
when it feeds his ultimate interests. “I will be
one of the co-production participants because I
fit the fact profile uniquely.” Remember back in
the fact summary the copyright was held by
The Deal Maker’s UK based company – a
reminder of a past life when he was UK resident
and carried on day to day management and
control of this business? Nothing is wasted.
Remember that. The sell is perfect – he has a
past business history and vows to reclaim UK
residency while back at the helm. Once there he
will seek independent bank line funding for his
share of the co-production financing against

what amounts to a slam-dunk negative pick up.
Plus, he will have legal justification for not
being under the studio thumb due to the
requirement not to be under any central
management and control of any other co-
production participant. Through being the UK
co-production participant he gets the deal done
and has the legal pretext to claim more than just
a minor role. Here he can be a player! This deal
form allows him to hold his end up and further
reduce the cost of the film without loosing as
much status and control as in the first model. 
The lines here are very fine indeed and will
require structuring and attention to detail to
ensure compliance. 

This again is a “monopoly play” with the
same financial results on a dollar-for-
dollar statistical basis except adjusted for

the added gloss of the UK company outside
financing and profit component. Things are as
they were before, but grouped together
ultimately the end values of all territories would
be stripped out in favor of the studio’s own
related distribution activities. 
How can copyright interests under co-
production treaty terms that need to be held in
proportion to the interests of the respective
participants also be available at the same time
for a sale lease back that requires no less than
one hundred percent to be held in one place?
The law only requires that the co-production
participant interests be held in proportions
70/30 during the co-production activity. At the
completion of production there is no longer any
need to comply as the film is made and the
process is over.
The titular companies being seen to have
distinct interests, financing sources and some
stand-alone back end profit potentials are
reflective of the legal substance required for
treaty compliance.The game being to minimize
costs and risks with the benefit of knowing on
day one that the deal is in green light status and
there is no need to go further. The real problem,
if any, is to ensure that the legal form and
substance of both titular co-production entities
complies with the treaty terms in substance not
just in form. 

Treaty what Treaty?

In real life, money pours into the off shore
production entities directly from funds wired
from the studio, all coming from the same bank

is not from the same source or under
the same management and control

structure

completion of production 
there is no longer any need 

to comply as the film is made 
and the process is over

Iceland - Scheme is a pure Tax Subsidy triggered 
by the formation of a local domiciled production company.
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account accompanied by a host of emails telling
everyone just what to do. In practice, all is not
as pristine and independent as it should be.
More likely, the co-production agreements are
not signed, the independent financing is not in
place, and we already have people on set. At the
studio, old habits die hard as ‘rule by the
committee’ nickels and dimes the production
process which is potentially death in and of
itself to any illusion of treaty compliant
independence. 
Human nature being what it is, everyone thinks
that we will do it now and fix it later. In real
time you cannot do this. It is by then too late as

the fate of the deal is sealed. One cannot go
back and reweave the whole structure into a
compliant posture and non-compliance means
that obtaining the free money by fraud is just
that.
The Deal Maker reflects on the road ahead and
suddenly realizes his friend who was demoted
upward and is now VP of Distribution at
another studio would love to stick it to his older
employer and snatch glory from the jaws of an

old enemy. Another high sales point is that this
deal neatly circumvents SAG Global Rule One
due to the union arrangements for exemption of
foreign co-production deals agreed to by SAG
with their Australian counter parts. Another
reason to keep funding sources separate as
problems arise, if a studio check book is seen
anywhere near the producer’s table.

Double Dip International 
Co Production Play

Let’s now move into a full jigsaw play at the
deep end of the pool to illustrate how The Deal
Maker plays the game like no other. Can he
cobble together the bits and pieces needed to
fund the picture? Can he do this and still end up
with a viable ownership position? Of course he
can. He is after all The Deal Maker.
First, the set up is the same: a double dip play
using the Australian production incentive
combined with a post production distribution
deal via UK sale and lease back tax shelter. All
the core costs and variables remain as stated,
but this time we do not have the Studio clout to
underwrite the various deal elements we need
and rely upon.
Second, the problem now can be reconfigured.
We know we have 20% from the “ free money”
coming from the Australian subsidy and the UK
TAX shelter. 
However, we have another problem – the need
short term to finance the gap between now and
when this money flows in. The Australian

production tax credit similar to the PSTC in
Canada can be financed by bank line on shore,
but this has to be put in place. The UK tax

shelter promoter for the sale and lease back is
highly reputable but cannot on day one give a
bankable guarantee that the tax shelter is or will
be underwritten. This requires of us either the
ability to find a bridge investor to cover the take
out or to defer some expenditure on the film and
recourse payment against the draw down of the
tax shelter money. Our friendly CGI firm comes
to mind but so does our director, writer and etc.
All should bear a bit. The problem is that the
law in Australia does require one to be careful
of contingent payment deferments for credit
claim purposes. So great care will have to be
taken to document this in a way that makes the
payment certain.
Third, with 20% covered, albeit it loosely, we
can focus on the remaining delta of 80% .Of this
35% can be covered by either partial sale of the
foreign or the US domestic under the A or B
path scenarios leaving 45% to go. The gap
equity of 20% we can pull in from Hollywood
secured against residual values of sale estimates
under either the A or B path that are covered
under either play three times over. This leaves
us with The Deal Maker’s real problem: the

law in Australia does 
require one to be careful 

old habits die hard as 
‘rule by the committee’

nickels and dimes

United Kingdom – Specific & non specific industry Tax Shelter Program.
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real net delta of 25% or approximately $7.5m.
So close and yet so far. $7.5m dollars on a fifty
four million dollar deal is teasingly close, and
on an alternate dream value of $100m merely a
blip on the screen of the money trail.
Life is cruel. Whether it is $7.5m or $75m, the
money has to be covered before the Titans of
film will bless us with a green light. We have to
show them the money, plus make the first
payments to secure the pay-or-play
commitments as well as lock down the
distribution deal. The Deal Maker leaves us
with the following twist and turns to
contemplate over industry cocktail parties.
Defer 5% of the production unit fees to reduce
the delta down to 20%. Unthinkable we know,
and you have to be careful about the impact of
the tax law implications relating to deferments.
Now if only The Deal Maker can find two
genuine co-production investors who can
underwrite the bottom equity obligations of
each partner: 14% in Australia and 6% in the
UK. The value of the UK plus the pro rata share
in unsold territories should more than cover the
UK portion of $1.8m US. The Australian delta
of $4.2 m is partially covered by the unsold
Australian rights plus participation in the
balance of unsold territories. The trick is finding
an investor partner to cover the delta. If this can
be done then we have a deal – possibly. 
The addition of real bottom equity allows the
magic to happen. With an underwritten
commitment and minimal cash, the pay-or-play
deposits can flow, the presale deals lock in, and
so does the US-P&A. Alternately, we could

expand the Australian co-production tax shelter
contribution to the gap equity picture. Under the
new 12.5% rebate, the scheme rules bar any
further tax shelter plays on shore under the
100% production write-off provision in S10BA
or the infamous UK equal of a distribution
shelter under S10B. If one left the certainty of
the subsidy route, then one could go under a
production tax shelter on shore. But, you can’t
because the film does not comply since it does
not have Australian subject matter. True, but
that does not matter since under the co-
production treaty it is a UK film and for the
purposes of 10BA it is an Australian film for tax
shelter purposes. 

So the bottom money would rise to 30%
due to the loss of the subsidy, but the gap
equity secured against the residual rights

could be turned on shore into a tax shelter
where investors were covered. While this solves
the problem, it creates another in that this
interest will have to be underwritten prior to the
draw down of the shelter or else everything will
lie in limbo pending that game’s outcome. Short
term, we still have to lock the play, or play and
secure the presale and P&A commitments, or
there is nothing to tax shelter.
The search for bottom equity to fill this hole can
have many forms but essentially that is the
mission. The Deal Maker knows a smart guy
down under who says he can guarantee most of
the 14% delta upfront and if so then a deal
would seem very close.
Now comes illusion against the illusion: a
credible source of underwriting to smooth over

the respective holes in any of the arrangements
is what The Deal Maker dearly needs.
Accomplished in the time window prior to the
start of production such underwriting facilitates
the final locks on all deal aspects being put in
place. Can The Deal Maker show some form
of take out that secures the different contingent
deal pieces? What ever they may be? 
If so, then the deal is in the end zone and it is a
done deal. To the wise, smart, and savvy film
investor being such a facilitator is the best place
to be in the film business – if and we scream if
– you know what to do. What did we just see
and what does it all mean? Well, we just saw the
birth of a new way. If the business can develop
outside the US the savvy to finance genuine co-
production arrangements that target not just a
limited home market but instead target two or
more strong participant markets, then we have a
future. A single country effort – say an
Australian film – has a core target market of 20
million people. Add a UK co-pro, and – hey,
presto! – another 60 million people just got
drafted. Tailor and romance it a little more to the
EU, and we have something. Combining a little
real independent money in each participant
producers kick and honing in on multiple
market product strategy is the solution to
independent films current woes. Here for very
little risk or money real bottom money can fly a
$100 million dollar picture. Such an approach
meets the legal requirements and ensures future
help from all the national governments involved
as all profit. More so, we have changed the
economic profile that is strangling every one.
Now the cost relative to revenue potential ratio
per participant is far better than it would be for
any single market interest.

Triple Dip 
International

Co Production

This is the high wire act of the film business
with a high degree of sophistication and
expertise required to even contemplate it.
The Deal Maker as before has the same deal
profile to deal with and all remains as per the
double dip scenario. 
Triple dips require three or more co-production
participants and potentially as many countries
all intertwined in a cohesive ball of deal
making. A high wire tight rope walking of legal
compliances artfully exploit narrow loopholes
making the unthinkable all too possible. 
The main battleground has been the multiple
use of European based nationals working in
concert, normally using the UK as the end game
for a sale and lease back. Under a three way the
minimum treaty participation percentage falls
back to ten percent depending on the nations
and treaties in issue. The past years have proven
very interesting reading as looking through the

Netherlands – The real potential lies in the 50% local spend requirement through Co-production
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film credits now requires a translator. In a future
article we shall explore the workings of such
deals but suffice it to say they are really at the
cutting edge pushing the legal lines in relation
to issues such as copyright and funding source
many times to the bounds of propriety.A simple
triple dip however can still occur in relation to
two co-production participants under a bi lateral
co-production. The anti on shore double dip
prohibitions found in most countries’ tax codes
exist to prevent such manipulations. However
one exemption always exists in some form or
other to protect those in the business of actual
film production as opposed to opportunistic soft
film tax play investment. This means that those

in the film production business, like the actual
co-production participant titular companies that
one is legally obligated to use, can claim normal
film production industry tax write offs under the
general provisions of every country’s tax code.
This window allows a co-production entity
investor to claim a same year production tax
write off and forms the basis of a limited tax
shelter in addition to the tax subsidy and sale
and lease back money available for film
investment players. This means some of the
bottom equity investment can be tax sheltered

under a double dip deal, and at a top tax rate the
real bottom equity is now reduced to net ten
percent of budget after tax. The Deal Maker
knew this, and a tax shelter guy promised him a
twenty percent production tax shelter
contribution that takes out the “net budget
delta”. The investor will put up the sign on
money in cash as the investor can adjust now his
future tax liability. The deal is done. The
production shelter can be locked in now with no
need to wait for a sale and lease back
underwriting – all deal elements can now be
locked in together.

Decision Time For The Deal Maker

Four different deal plays, four different
outcomes, and four different insights into
the practical implications of international

co- production facilitation.What is The Deal
Maker going to do? Which path is he going to
take? The path that profits him most! In reality,
if he can travel one or more of the terrains
taking a bit from this one and bit from the other,
he will get to the goal. On the ground, the best
result is terrain three if – and only if – he can
find some players to invest who will cure the
uncertainties latent in any jigsaw play. The
ability for bits to fall out at the last minute needs
to be covered before the ‘stuff’ happens so that
the arrangements are not hostage to one element
failing.The factual hypothetical terrains we
illustrated above deliberately proffered various
deal opportunities. In real play, it is not one or
other terrain choice that will win through.
Rather, it is the ability to rework on the ground
the elements you have with the people you go to
see to score the goal.

International Co Production 
– How to do it - Insights

The following quick look list gives insight into
modern day co-production deal making buzz. 

Titular Production Companies

Titular comes from the Latin word ‘Titus’
meaning ‘head’. Remember the Titians who
were gods, the most feared being Prometheus
who was known as the god of fire? Well, in this
context playing with companies that are no
more than shells doing a once removed master’s
bidding could also be playing with fire. The use
by foreign producers of resident local
companies put in the hands of on shore faces
that answer to off shore masters in absentia is a

time bomb. In our experience, the only real
legal and practical business protection one has
in using such devices comes from using
substantive people with a financial stake. Using
the self interested, who may be also be the legal
or accounting advisor one is reliant upon, is
never viable and not something an experienced

in real play, it is not one 
or other terrain choice that will win

through

strange is that every major player 
breaks this rule

can claim normal film production
industry tax write offs under 

the general provisions

New Zealand – Two Years after production on the Lord Of The Rings Trilogy,
the benefits  continues to boost the country’s tourism, and  local economy beyond expectations.
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player would ever contemplate. What we find
strange is that every major player breaks this
rule and gets taken – mostly without ever
knowing the cost as the true stories behind the
deals mentioned previously confirm all too
clearly. Real film people with real experience in
the business are the only acceptable risk, and
then only if the involvement is substantive not
merely window dressing. The issues of
residency and detailed compliance with on
shore legalities must be kept in mind throughout
the production process and audited
independently across the production horizon. 

Activity v Status Criteria

In trying to put together double and triple dip
access to incentive programs in multiple
countries, a key skill lies in the recognition of
program qualification criteria. The easiest to
comply with are activity-based criteria such as
the spend rules in the Australian program
mentioned. The hardest to deal with are the
status-based criteria that require one to meet a
range of qualitative rather than quantitative
tests. The exclusion of films on the basis of lack
of local cultural content and/or because material
was not written by local residents are examples
of these criteria at work. Much time and effort
can be spent in applying various program
criteria to stretch the defects in other programs
of other countries.

Subsidy v Shelter Financing

Tax Subsidies such as rebates and tax credits
require the ability to predict and cash flow the
delay between claiming and payment. In deal
making the ability to cash flow these up front is
a critical deal factor. Tax Shelters offer the
potential for much needed bottom equity but the
time gap in raising the investors’ funds means
that a deal maker must find some way to
underwrite the time line.

Double Dip Prohibitions

Most programs have anti double dip provisions
on shore designed to stop abuse, but there are
often limited on shore exemptions that should
always be considered. The magic of
international co- production deals lies in
unlocking through the international nature of
the deal double and triple dip potential that on
shore legal restraints cannot restrain due to the
impact of agreed co-production treaty status
upon the rules. 

Independence in Finance 
Management & Control

Akey treaty anti abuse provision found in
many treaties concerns the requirement
that every co-production participant be

self funded and not be under the management
and control of any other participant. The
purpose of such provisions is to limit the
blessing of co-production status to those who
are genuine co-producers not merely stand
alone entities trying to play the system. In the
future, enforcement of this requirement we
predict will become more onerous. Combined
with the problem of substance or lack of it in
titular corporations, the issue of real
independence in funding and management
control looks set to heat up. Moreover, such
efforts miss the mark at a practical business
level as they proceed on the notion of keeping
everything under one house. This, in a global
market, is not a wise choice as one needs real
partners and real players on the ground in key
markets.

Point Compliance

Some nations have detailed treaty compliance
regimes that require co-producers to meet
multiple approval criteria under a point system.
Such compliances can be onerous and must be
negotiated with care. The unfortunate impact is
that such artificiality inherently destroys most
producer driven creative wish lists that must in
the face of willful bureaucracy bow to the will
of preordained but increasingly out of step
criteria.

Copyright Games

A critical aspect of both co-production treaty
compliance and tax incentive program
compliance concerns the ownership of
copyright. The timing, nature, and amount of an
ownership position allows for some flexibility
in meeting what are normally deal breaker
compliance criteria in relation to this aspect.

Double Tax Treaty

The whole game plan of international co-
production structured financings relies on the
ability of the film industry driven co-production
treaty to mollify certain local laws. While much
emphasis is given to co-production treaty
compliance, one other aspect seldom gets the
attention it deserves. Namely, interplay between
co-production participant nations’ applicable
double tax treaties. Such double tax agreements
provide important legal implications for the
deal assessment process. Care should be taken
to carefully consider the practical impact of
such arrangements on every deal and every co-

Hawaii – The state offers an investment tax credit program that rebates up to 4% of all in state production spend
on goods and services and a credit of 7.25% on hotel accommodation spends.

the hardest to deal with 
are the status-based

criteria
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production treaty. We have heard many times
much completely correct legal and accounting
advice that was absolutely – in practical terms –
wrong. Correct advice assumes that all options
were considered. Mostly we find only the
obvious options have been explored while the
gold lies elsewhere. Double tax treaty
considerations are, we assure, well worth the
time on a number of fronts.

A Timely Warning!

The brave new world of international co-
production is expanding rapidly, but it is not
without its dangers. The dangers of non -
compliance and related consequences are only
the tip of the iceberg. Failure to observe Treaty
terms can have dire deal consequences. We
predict that as these plays become more popular

so will the potential for deals to fall through the
cracks increase. At a deeper level a greater
danger exists in the form of overuse and abuse
of this new tool.A long ignored conceptual
premise elemental to each treaty is the
substantive premise of equal use that requires
each nation to obtain equal benefit from the
flow of deals under the treaty in issue. In the
marketplace today if one nation’s taxpayers are
overused by another’s through abuse of this
fundamental precept, then it will not come as a
surprise to see such treaty changes to close out
applicable loopholes. The recent changes to the
UK-Canada Treaty are a sign of things to come. 
The current market deal flow of sale and lease
backs based out of the UK market is a pointer to
a future storm if the balance required 
is not seen as viable 
for the UK.

Spain – A subsidy program which offers capped contributions to Spanish registered 
companies making Spanish nationality orientated films.
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The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period March 28 to April 20.

By showing the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that Phone Booth was taking more per screen on fewer

screens than The Jungle Book 2 or that The Recruit had a higher screen average after five weeks of release than S Club Seeing Double after two.

Monitor

MARCH 28 - APRIL 20
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1. Johnny English 13,651,523 2 445/446 12,119/8,960

2. The Recruit 6,049,541 4 (5) 381/378/324/309 3,787/3,180/2,587/1,462

3. The Jungle Book 2 5,553,336 2 477/481 4,724/3,048

4. Just Married 3,401,515 4 (5) 333/314/267/238 2,857/2,403/1,485/607

5. Shanghai Knights 3,065,115 3 371/370/317 3,152/1,614/934

6. Phone Booth 2,188,057 1 254  8,614

7. Blue Crush 2,066,188 3 320/320/263 2,396/1,265/697

8. How To Lose A Guy 1,971,524 1 361 5,461

9. A Man Apart  1,910,986 3 329/301/172 2,502/1,186/661

10. S Club Seeing Double 1,647,697 2 395/399 1,345/966

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

A P R I LA P R I L

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

In 10 Days

Currently on release in
the UK
KATE HUDSON

HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN
10 DAYS



DISTURBED
Thriller 

A well-known psychiatrist
suddenly finds herself locked in a
deadly struggle of wills when her

family, career, and life are torn
apart by former patient.

DIRECTOR: Harold Becker  
SCREENWRITER: James Flamberg 

PRODUCERS: Chris Sievernich
David Hoberman, Ashok Amritraj

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Matt Milich
Todd Lieberman

CAST: TBA
In Development

DRUM
Thriller 

A pair of journalists risk their lives
exposing the brutal nature of the
Apartheid regime and ultimately

help spark the popular movement
against Apartheid—all against the
exhilarating backdrop and colorful

jazz rhythms of 1950’s
Johannesburg.

DIRECTOR: Zola Maseko 
PRODUCERS: Chris Sievernich

Rudolf Wichmann, 
Dumisani Dlamini

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Matt Milich
Andreas Schmid, Andreas Grosch

CAST: TBA
Principal Photography 
commences July, 2003

FAMILY OF THE YEAR
Comedy 

When the Miller family moves to a
new town, they have more
problems getting along with each
other than with their new
neighbors. 

DIRECTOR: Joel Zwick 
SCREENWRITER: Marc Warren 
PRODUCERS: Chris Sievernich, 
Matt Milich
CAST: TBA
Casting

ONE POINT O
Thriller 

A young programmer becomes a
guinea pig in a major corporate
advertising experiment. 

DIRECTORS: Jeff Renfroe, 
Marteinn  Thorsson 
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER:
Chris Sievernich
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS: Matt Milich,
Andreas Schmid, Andreas Grosch
CAST: Jeremy Sisto, Udo Kier,
Deborah Unger
In Production - Promo Available
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